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U.S. Has Yet To Receive
Word About Hostages
By TIM AHERN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — No plan for .
releasing the American hostages in
Iran has been presented to the United
States, Although Iranian leaders are
considering releasing some of the 52
hostages, U.S. officials say. President
Carter, meanwhile, again cautioned
against overoptimism.
U.S. officials who-declined to be identified told the Associated Press Friday
that release of some, but not all, of the
hostages "would give us a real problem," since American officials have
maintained all along that all the
hostages must be released at the same
time.
A number of plans are being considered by Iranian leaders, one official
said, "but we have nothing directly in
front of us. We are not considering any
particular plan."
Earlier Friday, NBC, quoting a
Moslem source at the United Nations,
said the release of the 52 Americans

MOVING IN — A major operation in the surgery department of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital has been to
move the department into its new facility on the first floor of the recently-opened addition. Most of the move took
place Friday. Part of the new facility already is complete for emergency surgery. The department now will have six
surgery suites and a 10-bed recovery room. The department moved from the third floor where it had three suites
and a three-bed recovery room. LPN Kathy McCallon (left) and RN Barbara Jones finish setting up and sterilizing
equipment in one of the suites. In-service, including the public relations staff, classrooms and the medical library,
will move into the old surgery department.

1980 Lion's Club Radio
Auction Set For Oct. 27-29

The 1980 Lions Club Radio Auction
will be held this year on October 27, 28,
and 29 according to David Bogard,
chairman of this year's auction.
The radio auction will be held each
evening starting at 6:30 p.m. over
Radio Station WNBS. "The auction is
made possible by the generous donations of businesses, and individuals in
the Murray area who contribute items
special midnight show on Halloween
to be auctioned off over the three evennight, Friday, Oct. 31. Regular admisings the auction is in progress," a
sion is $3 for adults, $2 for students,
spokesman said.
$1.50 for children under 12, and $1.50 for
The procedure is 'simple," the
senior.citizens. Those wishing more inspokesman pointed out. "Tune in to
formation may phone 759-1752 for reserWNBS Monday Night at 6:30 p.m. and
vations.
listen to the items being described over
See COMMUNITY THEATRE,
"the air. If you want to make a bid, just
. .. Page 12. Column 5
-.—call the phone numbers given,give-your

Theatre Announces Productions
Community Theatre has announced
its fourth season of major production
and for the first time will be offering a
season ticket at great savings to
patrons, according to B. J. Berrill, vice
president of production.
"Many people wanted a season ticket
in the past but we didn't always know
where our next production might be
held,"-Efefrill comthented. Now that
we have the old freight depot as our permanent home, we can offer
theatregoers a full season."
The mystery-comedy-thriller
"Dracula" will open the fourth season

with six performances set for Halloween weekend in the old freight depot
on the Murray-Calloway County Park.
"We wanted to start off with
something really fun for the entire
family," said Linda Begley, also a vice
president of production. "This show is
the original vampire mystery, it's good
laughs, and with the cast and crew
we've assembled, it's, very good
theatre."
"Dracula" will run Wednesday
through Saturday, Oct. 29-31, at 8 p.m.
A children's matinee is set. for 2 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1, and there will be a

inside today
Murray -High School won over host Todd County Central 32-0 while
('allow ay County lost to Crittenden County 29-6 in prep football action Friday night. For complete detaiLs and photos,see today's sports section.

today's index

clearing skies
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Clearing skies and cool
temperatures today. Windy with
highs in the low to mid 50s. Clear
and cold tonight with freezing
temperatures possible. Lows
near 32. Sunny and continued cool
on Sunday. Highs in the mid to
upper 50s.
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Extended Forecast
Fair and a little warmer Monday. Cloudy with a chance of
showers Tuesday and Wednesday. Turning colder Wednesday.

Rotary Club Sets Theme
For Christmas Parade
"Christmas in Wonderland," is the
theme for this year's annual Rotary
Christmas Parade to he staged on
Saturday,Dec.6. .
That key decision was made at a
meeting of the Rotary Christmas
Parade committee headed by David
Graham.
Graham said that letters would go out
soon to all those who have entered
floats, bands and other units, but that
any business, school, or church that
wished to be included, if inadvertantly
skipped, should report to him for incluPlaques will be given to winners in
the commercial division and to all band
entries. Prizes will be awarded to the
best school floats.
"We hope to have the best parade in

held since last Nov. 4 would begin Sunday. .
But Carter, asked about the NBC
report, said in Grand Rapids, Mich.,"I
wouldn't count on it."
Later, in Wyoming, Mich., Carter
told a questioner, "We don't have any
clear signal from the Iranians about
when the h.sotages may or may not be
released and we don't know their terms
(for release) because the Majlis (Iran's
parliament) still has not reported their
terms. I can't predict to you that they
will be released any time soon."
"You know," the president said,-"one
thing that concerns me a lot lately has
been a buildup in the American press,
the television, radio and newspapers, of
expectations that the hostages are going to come home early that I don't
think are justified."
His caution against over-optimism
was echoed by his wife, first lady
Rosalynn Carter, and Vice President
Walter Mondale.
Still, there were new reports and

name; the item you want to bid on, and
the amount you want to bid. Runners
carry the bids back to the studio and the
action.is on. Each year many items
have spirited bidding before the item is
finally sold to the highest bidder."
The Lions try and get as much out of
the items as possible as the auction is
the largest single fund raising:project of the year to carry on the sight conservation projects of the Lions Club.
"The Lions Club would once again
like to express their appreciation to all
of the businesses and individuals who
donate items for the auction," the
spokesman said."And special thanks to
Radio Station WNBS who donate the
three evenings pf air time for the pro"So Monday Night at 6:30, tune in to
WNBS,find an item you want,and start
bidding. The dollars you spend may
help some fellow Kentuckian have a
brighter future through better vision."

rumors Friday. State Department officials denied a report that Secretary of
State Edmund S. Muskie will fly to
Wiesbaden, West Germany, to receive
the hostages. Jody Powell, Carter's
press secretary, also denied that
Muskie would go to West Germany.
And an official of a foreign company
that dues . business .in. Iran- told the
Associated Press that the hottages
were being reassembled in Tehran for
their possible release, a report that
could not be immediately confirmed.
The hostages were reportedly
dispersed from Tehran after the
aborted U.S. rescue mission in hopes of
forestalling another such rescue attempt.
Iranian leaders had announced
earlier this week that the Majlis expects to announce on Sunday the conditions for the release. ,
In September, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini set out four conditions for the
release, including unfreezing of $8
billion of Iranian assets in the United
States, U.S. pledges of non-interference
in Iran, withdrawal of U.S. legal claims
against Iran,and return of the wealth of
the late shah of Iran.

Street Department
To Begin Bagged
Leaf Pickup Monday
The Murray Street Department's srinual bagged leaf pickup will begin Monday, Oct. 27, according to city planner
Steve Zea.
Residents are asked to bag their
leaves, place them by the curbside and
call the sanitation department at 753.
5127 to leave their name and address':
The leaves will be picked up at no.
charge.
Beginning Nov. 10, the city will begin
running the leaf machine. People
should rake their leaves to the edge of
the yard, not in the gutter,and-said-the
department at 753-5127. There is also no
chargefor the leaTmachine.
Zea said the department will not be
covering the city on regular schedules
and that in order for residents to have
their leaves picked up, they must call
. the department.

Murray's history," said Graham. The
downtown merchants association will
help fund the activity which is staged
by the Rotarians for the entire area.
"Christmas decorations will be up,
and of course, Santa Claus will be on
hand," Graham added.
Graham's co-chairman is David King
who is in charge of special events and
activities. King pointed out that every
Rotarian will have a job to do.
Others who will lead various teams
include: Burton Young, traffic; Bill
Kopperud, float judging; Mike Holton,
Will-Ed -Clark, Santa Claus;
Hamp Erwin, awards; Bill Hewlett,
downtown merchants; Wayne Bennett,
transportation; Roger Reichmuth,
bands; Loal Cole, entries; and Jim
Pickens, advisory group.

Former Murray Do tor

Ammons Preforms 'Exorcism'On Woman

•.
•

By CARROLL BRUMFIELD
From The Commercial Appeal
BOLIVAR, Tenn. — Some witnesses
described it as an attempted "exorcism" of a patient at the state's
Western .Mental Health Institute, but
the unlicensed physician involved,
Jafnes R. Ammons of Memphis, portrayed it instead as "just a little
prayer."
According to Ammons, the patient,
an elderly woman, was behaving "like
an animal . . . growling and gurgling,"
tormented by a. second identity within
her — someone she called "Mona." As
Anunons.
recalled it, he had said in the
course of talking to her. "In the name of
Jesus Christ, I ask Mona to leave (the
patient)."
But witnesses questioned by The
Commercial Appea4 told a slightly different version, one that had Ammons
standing over the patient, raising his
arms as if to draw "something" out of
her and -commanding "demons" to
leave her body. In their version, Ammons was interrupted by the hospital
superintendent, Dr. William Jennings,
a claim Ammons and Jennings both
deny.
Some who purportedly witnessed
what is now widely known at the
hospital as "the exorcism" refused to
discuss it. Others did so reluctantly
under the promise of anonymity. One

said, "I like my job and I don't want to
lose it by getting involved in something
like this." Some said they had been
"shocked."
But one employe said in defense of
Ammons, "I don't know how seriotisly
it was done. We jolse around a lot."
Ammons, asked about those reports
Thursday, said, "I don't think they
would make it up. It's a misinterpretation and an exaggeration — a gross exaggeration.
"I don't see anything wrong about
saying a prayer for a patient that's
complaining of separate entities
(within her). There's no hocus-pocus or
black magic involved.. I'm a doctor,.
not an exorcist."
He added that "any Sunday School
teacher will tell you the number one
thing to do is ask in the name of Jesus
Chri:st that the entities leave."
In any event, the woman was treated
with a psychotropic drug, Haldol, and
within three days after Ammons'Oct. 1
prayer was reamed 'to her regular
ward in the hospital. Ammons provides
medical services in Western's Dunn
Building, a facility for patients suffering physical ailments.
fluting an interview, Ammons summoned the building's nursing supervisor, Mrs. Dorothy Williams, to corroborate his version of the events on
Oct. 1. She referred to the "exorcism"

accounts as "bull," but could think of
no reason why anyone at the hospital
would attempt to discredit Ammons by
fabricating such a story.
"As far as I am concerned, the patient care is great Mrs. Williams said.
At one point, Ammons asked Mrs.
Williams if she had heard him "say a
prayer" for the patient. She recalled
that Ammons had said,"In the name of
Jesus Christ, Mona, leave so-and-so's
body."
Both Ammons and Jennings said talk
of an "exorcism," a ritual in which
demons are cast out of a human body,
may have been protnpted by a discussion between them earlier in the day involving the same elderly patient.
Jennings said the discussion was
"sort of a historical thing" involving an
"ideological" explanation of
schizophrenia and ranged from "burning witches to the exorcisms, even to
the fountain of. Lourdes" where people
sought to be healed b'y holy waters.
Jennings said that someone else-asked,"Do we actually haVe ati exorcist on
the staff?" and that he replied, "Yes,
but they're all over in accounting,
because they haVe to get the money out
of Nashville, you know,"
But Jennings said he was "perpleied" by the "rumors" that had circulated, especially in view of the fact
that the patient received appropriate

medical care and was sufficiently
recovered to return to her regular
ward.
Deputy Mental Health Commissioner
Rick Sively laughed at the reported
"exorcism," but said that Jennings had
been assigned to "look into iL"
Sively added that the department
"does not use exorcism" to treat patients in its care.
Ammons, 48, joined the staff at
Western July 28 after being paroled
June 5 from the federal penitentiary in
Atlanta. He had served three years of a
15-year sentence handed down in Kentucky in 1977 on a conviction for
possessing drugs with intent to sell.
Before his conviction. Ammons worked 16 years as a family doctor at a clinic
in Murray. Ammons is classified as a
physician assistant II at Western,
where he earns $29,484 annually.
AmmonS listed Jennings, whom he
has known seven years, and Aden
Barlow, another physician at Western,
as references.
His personnel record contains a letter
from Jennings to Mental Health Commissioner James Brown, which said:
"Dr. Ammons possesses the qualificafilms to perform in the past in a highly
professional manner.. the higher than
normal salary request is justified by his
potential, his future plans with WMHI
and his experience."
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DEVIL'S DUNGEON — An mseman searches for another victim in the
Devil's Dungeon, a Halloween maze of terrors, thrills and chills to be held
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Oct. 28-30 at the Grower's Loose Leaf Floor. The
dbngeon is sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Sub-District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship, A portion.of the proceeds wilLgo to the
SD-TV Lion's Club Telethon. Admission price will be$1.50 for adults, it for
children 4-12 and children under 4 are admitted free. Member< of the
fellowship expressed thanks to Rob McAllen and Pete Waldrop for the use
of the floor. Planning for the project started about eight weeks ago.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Saturday,Oct. 25

Fraiwes Drake
FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 26, 1980
What- kind of day will CANCER
tomorrow be' To find out %hat (June 21 to July 22)
the stars say, read the
You're in the inqod for
forecast given for yibur birth peace and quiet and do best if
Sign
you keep to the sidelines.
Watch
out
for
inner
ARIES
resentments which could
)
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4Y
surface.
You're sure of your LEO
'
but
are
prone
to
convictions,
(July 23 to Aug. 22) III2
argue. There could be a
Someone at a party could
change of plans for visits or offend you. No sense having
traveling.
an argument when you're
TAURUS
supposed to be having a good
• Apr. 20 to May 201
time. Remain calm.
It won't take much to get VIRGO
,ou angry about a money i Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
matter. It could be that you're
You have big career plans
upset about somebody's within yourself but may not
spending habits.
yet have the details worked
GEMINI
out. This '.could make you
May 21(0 June 201
somewhat touchy.
Too much thinking now is LIBRA
akin to worry. Avoid a (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
c..infrontation with a close ally
You're impatient now and
-that- could be upsetting Icy your could snapat somebody if yititi
overall health.
meet with delays. Unexpected
expenses may arise if
Bargain Matinees —
traveling.
Sat. & Sun. 2-00 —
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nie
C1014
Others may not go along
All Seat; $1.50
with your ideas on joint assets.
You're good at management
and resent the implication
that you're not.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Even if you don't get mad,
SANG iRltLD
there are little idiosyncrasies
Ca4dyshack
about another that irk you.
Figure out what's really
Central C h • 753 3314
bothering you. '
Held Over
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
You need to watch health
now. Too much socializing and
you won't be particularly fit.
Avoid
excess.
Accent
ltiodetation.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Thru Thur.
'That old career vs. home
20. 20 2 00 Sat.,Sun
argument could resurface
now. Be sure to keep the needs
Bruce Den. Ann-Margret
of family in mind. Romance is
MIDDLE
somewhat iffy. :
AGE
PISCES
CfR AZY,4,
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)- X
Domestic problems could
arise. Interrirptions don't help
Thru Thur.
you solve them. Still, don't
make a mountain out of a
15,9 20 '2 00 Sat ,Sun.
molehill.
Al 001,Aur,
IF YOU DARt
YOU BORN TODAY are
quite capable in big business
but are also artistically
inclined. Your imagination
combined with your business
sense
allows
you
to
commercialize your artistic
talents. Art, music and
00
- 2 00S.It ,Suu
literature would afford you
much satisfaction.

.ff
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E
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TERROR
ETRAIN

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS •

Si .7513314

Hot T• los(R)
and
In.Coming
Freshmen (R)

Late Shows Tonite
Cheri 1 — 1140
Adult Entertainment
18 Drover
Cheri — 111$
Cloritworir Orange(R)
Cher. III —
Blazing Saddles (R)
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--Happenings In The Community Are Listed-

Singles Group
Meets Monday

Monday,Oct. 27
Halloween party for
Hangers and Rangerettes,
ages 8 to 15, will be from 6:30
to 8 p.m. at the WOW Hall.
Persons should dress in
costumes with prizes and
Soul Food Dinner and Sup- refreshments featured.
per will be served starting at Members may bring persons
becoming
12 noon at the Chestnut Grove interested in
members.
A.M.E. Church at Hazel.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Murray State Women's Ten- Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
nis Team will play Arkansas the home of Jane Morton.
State on the Murray Courts at
9 and 11 a.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m: at the educational
Murray State Racers will Building, second floor, First
play a football game with the Christian Church, with proUniversity of Akron at 1:30 gram to be study of tapes and
p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium, discussion on "Lonesomeness
Murray. and Loneliness." Persons may
Annual clothing exchange of meet at Denean's at 5:30 p.m.
Sit 'n Go Baby Sitting Coop to eat before the meeting.
will be from 9 a.m. to 12 noon
Adult Great Books Discusat the First Presbyterian sion Group will meet at 7 p.m.
invited
Church. The public is
at the Calloway Public
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
Library.
Pony Pull, sponsored by the
Sportsman Pony Pulling
Association, will be at 6 p.m.'
at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Ham Hock and White Bean
Supper will be at Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church with serving to start at
_ 5:30 p.m. This will be a free
will donation.
A Country Craft Bazaar will
be from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
new parish hall of St...Leo's
Catholic Church. Featurs will
be bakery, handicraft, toys,
and plants.
Ham and Bean Supper will
be at Independence United
Methodist Church with serving to start at 5:30 p.m. Also
on sale will be homemade
items,foods, etc.
Murray High School Band
will compete in the Second Annual Christian County Invitational Band Contest,
Hopkinsville, starting at 3
p.m. The Murray band will
play at 8:45 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
----Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Footraces,
cosponsored by Murray State
Outdoor Recreation Club and
Murray Marathoners, and
1-131„ with 10-K rade at 8:15
a.m., Half-Marathon at 9:30
a.m., and 1-mile fun run at 10
a.m., all to' start at Empire
Point; Wildlife Gourmet from
noon to 4 p.m. at Center Station: Husking bee at 7 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850.
Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck luncheon at
noon with Dr. Farouk Umar as
speaker.

Daylight saving time ends
today. Set clocks back one
Singles Unlimited will meet hour before retiring for the
at 7 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 27, night.
at the Educational Building.
Art Workshop for children
second floor, First Christiar kindergarten through the
Church.
sixth grade will be from 9 to 11
A study of tapes and a a.m. in the studios of the
discussion on Lonesomeness Department of Art, Price
and Loneliness will be held.
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MurThose who wish to eat at ray State.
Deanan's at the Holiday Inn
Road block for .St. Jude's
will meet about 5:30 or 6 p.m.
Hospital will be all day at 12th
meeting.
prior to going to the
and Poplar Streets by the Tau
Singles-is open to any person
Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
over 18 years of age who is
single due to death, divorce, or
Benefit supper by Methodist
never having been married.
Men of Dexter-Hardin Church
will be from 5 to 7:30 p.m. at
Community
the
Dexter
Center. White beans, ham
hocks, and dessert will be 82
per person with proceeds to go
to the Marshall County
Hospital. A local band will
Dexter
play.
The
Homemakers will have a
Christmas bazaar there from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Fish'n
Chips
2for $399

Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall with C. P. Ashby as
caller.
Sunday,Oct. 26
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include The
Balance of Nature at 2 p.m.
and "What About the
Songbirds?" at 3:30 p.m. a the
Center Station.

With Each Fish 'n Chips you wt.
•
• 3 Delicious Pish Fillets
•Golden Brown French Fries
• 2Southern Style Hush Puppies

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY

Captain D's.

St. Leo's Youth Group Council will meet at 3:30 p.m. with
a general meeting at 5 p.m. at
the Parish Center.
Church-wide Costume Party
will be held at the First Christian Church fellowship hall at
7 p.m.
The GAs of First Baptist
Church will meet at 5 p.m. at
the church parking lot for a
wiener roast.
Recital b-ir Ilsa Cates,
Paducah, senior, will be at 2
p.m. in the Recital Hall
nes, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

Tuesday,Oct. 28
Monday,Oct. 27
Murray Lions Club Auction
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at will start at 6:30 p.m. on Radio
the Hazel Center with lunch at Station WNBS.
11:45 a.m.
Second night of the KappaJaycee Haunted Forest and
Creative Arts Department, /Carnival, sponsored by Kappa
Murray Woman's Club, will Department of
Murray
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
Woman's Club and Local
house with Emily Wolfson to
Jaycees, will be from 6 to 9
give the program on "Water p.m. at the fairgrounds.
Colors."
The Blood River Associational WM'U will meet at 7
p.m. at the Blood River Baptist Church with the Rev. Kenneth Parks, missionary to
Chile,as speaker.

Art lecture by Chris Burden
sculptor from Los Angeles,
Cal, will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

On exhibition in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University, will be a student show in
graphic design by Sheryl Lynn
Gregg Smith Singers will
Nelson, Louisville, and a
appear in concert at 8:30 p.m.
ceramics exhibition by Susan
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
Belinda Jones, Vine Grove.
State University. Admission
These will be on exhibit
will be $1.
through Nov.9.

Baptist Men of Sinking Spring Church will meet at 7 p.m.
at the church.

Tuesday,Oct. 28
Workshop in oil painting is
scheduled from 1 to 4 p.m. at
the Murray Art Guild.
District 17, Unit 1, Licensed
Practical Nursing Association, will have a potluck supper at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank at 6:30 p.m. The
LPN students will be special
guests at the supper.

"If you love your work,
vacations are an intrusion."
-- Frank Tyger

Proclamation By
CWU Is Issued

Dealt)

By Abigail Van Buren

Speaking Out

DEAR WORRIED: Just tell her what you told me —
in exactly the same way — and if she's smart, you
won't have to draw her any blueprints.
DEAR ABBY: I'm madly in love with a guy named
Freddy. It was love at first sight. I had car trouble on my
way home from work, and he stopped to help me. I treated
him to a hamburger, then we went to my place and he
stayed all night. (It's not what you think. He slept on the
I know it sounds awfully fast, because two weeks ago I
didn't even know him and now he wants to marry me. He's
24 and I'm 20.
There is only one problem, Abby. Freddy is crazy about
disco and I hate it. I'm not a very good dancer to begip with,
and that loud music gives me a headache. Freddy is a
fantastic dancer and he's trying to get me to learn, but I
really don't care for it. You see, I'm sort of against dancing
(I'm from a strict Baptist family), and I'm also against
going to places where there is drinking. Freddy likes to go to
discos, and even though he's not a big drinker he'll have one
or two because he has to order something.
Please don't think I'm a stick-in-the-mud, Abby. I'm not. I
just don't care for disco and drinking. I really love Freddy,
but I wonder if a marriage can work with a man who wants
to disco every night when I'd rather stay home and watch
TV.
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
DEAR LOVE:Take a second look,and a third, and a
fourth. If it's really love, it will last. In the meantime,
I vGte for a long engagement.
DEAR ABBY: My wife has always been jealous of the
women I worked with. She said she knew she wasn't as
pretty or smart as they were. Abby, I never put her down or
made comparisons. I was a good husband and came directly
home every night. I never mentioned any woman I worked
with, but that didn't matter. We got to fighting over little
things continually
Abby, I love my wife, so I went to someone for help. He
told me that a man can make his wife feel pretty and loved,de or ugly and unloved. He asked me how many little gifts
bought her other than the expected ones for birthdays and
(7hristmases. I said, "None, but I don't have much extra
money." He said, "You could get the extra money if you
wanted some fishing equipment, couldn't you?" I had to
agree I could.
He then asked me when I last paid her a compliment. I
said I couldn't remember. He said, "Think`goLsomething to
praise her fop. Her cooking —o the Way she looks." He said,
"Unexpected gifts and compliments are to a w6man what a
raise in salary is to a man! It makes her feel appreciated."
The man I talked to was not a minister or a marriage
counselor. He was my father, who had been happily married
to my mother for 48 years. I took his advice, arid my wife
and4 are a jot happier now.
LEARNED AT 45
9EAR LEARNED: Wise man, your father. But it
takes a nothe'r wise man to reciagnixe good advice and
put it to use. Hooray for both of Npu.

Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Chuch will
meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., at 7
p.m.
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THE ACESL G CORN, JR.

Ace Bob Hamman had his
work laid out for him in the
play of today's teetering
slam. The greater the challenge, the more he loves it
and Bob proved it once
Haunted
Kappa-Jaycee
again with his excellent
Parents Anonymous will
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Forest and Karnival, sponplay.
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, sored by Kappa Department meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforThe bidding was in The
North Seventh and Olive of Murray Woman's Club and mation call 753-5995 or 435Aces Club system with the
Streets.
Murray-Calloway Jaycees, 4385.
jump to three promising
will be from 6 to 9 p.m. at the
good hearts and an undisFront Porch Swing will
Alcoholics Anonymous will
fairgrounds.
closed singleton. Three no
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
trump asked where and Ace
Christian Church.
of the West Kentucky ExposiTuesday,Oct. 28
Bob Wolff (North) showed
College Farm
Center,
tion
Homemakers
Suburban
his singleton club. South
Hospice Program will be
Road.
will meet with Rosanna
subsided in four hearts, but
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Murray- Club
Miller at 7 p.m.
Wolff judged his hand anothCalloway County Hospital.
Senior Citizens will meet as er try and he cue bid four
Singles Class of the Seventh
follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m, at spades.
Murray Lions Club Radio and Poplar Church of Christ is
the Dexter Center; Douglas
East doubled for the lead
Auction will start at 6:30 p.m. scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; and Hamman's five clubs
on WNBS.
the church.
a.m.
to
2
from
10
Center
Hazel
was encouraging, so Wolff
Murray TOPS (take off p.m.; Murray at Ellis Center settled on a gambling slam.
Douglas Center will be open pounds sensibly) Club will from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
West led a spade to
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
dummy's ace and it was
Senior Citizens' activities with
time to go into the think
County Health Center, North
lunch at 12 noon.
tank. If Hamman had
Seventh knd Olive Streets.
played hearts first, he would
have lost a vital entry to his
GREEN LAKE, Wis. (AP) hand and the slam would
suffer collapse (at the other
— Church Women United, a
table of a team game, five
national organization of Prohearts went down two
testant, Roman Catholic and
tricks!).
women,
has
Eastern Orthodox
Instead, Hamman played
issued a "Proclamation for
his three high clubs, discardPeace," calling: on the U.S. ing spades from dummy.
government to Ilmit its arms East ruffed, but there was
sales.
no hope. East's spade king
A meeting of the organiza- forced dummy to ruff and a
tion's executive council also
heart was led to Hamman's
urged the United States to ace.
Next came a diamond
work for a "nuclear arms
finesse, the ace of diamonds
freeze" with the Soviet Union.
and diamond ruff to establish that suit. Finally, a
trump to dummy to draw
the trumps and Hamman
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
DEAR ABBY: How can I get the message to my mother
had his 12 tricks.
(AP) — Speaking out against
(age 49) that if she doesn't start spending more time with
A lucky hand and perhaps
her husband (he's 51), her marriage could be in trouble?
the formation of religious
Dad has always been an excellent provider, so Mother
power blocs that have arisen
never had to work. Well two years ago, Mother got bored
in the current political camand started selling real estate. I respect Mother for doing her
paign, the Episcopal Church's
appointments
own thing, and she's good at it, but daytime
House of Bishops says
should be enough. Now she's seeing clients in the evenings,
"power' was the Devil's final
too, so Dad has to shift for himself.
word, not God's."
Last night Mom was working again,so my husband and I
invited Dad, a very handsome man, to have dinner out with
The bishops at their annual
us. We ran into Peggy, a beautiful blonde I went to college
meeting said that to use
with. Peggy joined us for a while and lost no time in
"religious radio and TV and
announcing that she's newly divorced. She really came on
local pulpits in support of parwhere
she
was
it
up.
She
mentioned
to Dad, and he lapped
ticular candidates in the name
working, and I could see Dad making a mental note of it.
of God distorts Christian truth
Abby, he's not a dirty old man — he's lonely and neglected.
and threatens American
So how does a 28-year-old daughter tell her mother to start
religious freedom."
acting more like a wife and less like a real estate agent?
WORRIED

Real Estate Wife
May Lose Her Home

Concert by the Murray State
University Jazz Band,
directed by Ray Smith, will be
at 8:15 p.m. in the recital Hall
Annex, Fine Arts Center,
MSU. This is free and open to
the public.

NORTH

111-25-A

•A 9 2
•K Q10 8.
•A Q 10 75
•6
WEST
•Q 8 5 4
•9
•K J 4
•J 8 7 3 2

EAST
•K 10 6 3
•J 7 5 4
•9 6 2
495

SOUTH

•J 7
•A 6 3 2
•8 3
*AKQ104

Vulnerable: Both, Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South
1•
3 NT
4•
54

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
3•
44
4.
6V

PE

TC

East
Pass
Pass
Dbl
All pass

Opening lead: Spade four

we should have stopped at
game. Nevertheless, luck
doesn't pay off unless one
allows it to, and the Aces
deserved their "lucky"
slam.

1
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Bid with Coro

South holds
10-25-B
4A 92
K Q 108
•A Q 10 75

46
South
I•

North
24

ANSWER: Two diamonds.
Not strong enough for a two
heart reverse and the pattern
is poor for two no trump.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
1.0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Wadi

held
tors
their
wom
acroi

We are pleased to anDarlene
nounce that
Corner, bride-elect of
has
Richard Blalock
selected her pottery,
china, crystal, and flatware from our complete
bridal registry. Darlene
and Richard will be
married Nov. 15th.

The Sho&case
A parson's nose and
ear s continue to
grow throughout life.

A DREAM
MACHINE

..__•••••••••••••••••••••
--•••••••••••••••••,

INMINwt•••••••.....,

The electric heat pump cools and heats a
home for less energy and money than other
conventional systems. It's a dream machine.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

.0
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Murray Business News Briefs
weak sales this year, have in- advance" enthusiasm.
By KRISTIN GOFF
Tbe latest inflation figures
creased prices recently
AP Business Writer
reported this past week,showNEW YORK I API — Rising because the costs of fuel, ed
consumer prices rose 1 perprices and rising interest materials and other aspects of
cent in September or at a comrates are leading some doing business have climbed
pound annual rate of 12.7 pereconomists to take a dim view steeply. They are not alone.
cent fallowing two months of
In
the
context
of
consumers,
of the prospects for a healthy
this raises the question of moderating prices.
rebound in the economy.
A large part of that increase
The reason is not simply whether they are likely ,to inwas due to higher food prices.
that consumers have little to crease spending enough to
But the Labor Department
spend after meeting help continue a weak recovery
report also showed larger innecessities. Another reason is in the economy.
The answer is not clear. In creases across an array of
that businesses have been
goods and services, from
raising prices despite weak the recent past,consumers aphousing to entertainment.
demand,in an attempt to keep pear to have adjusted to a
In a separate report, the
system of prolonged inflation
up with rising costs.
government said workers'
by
trying
to
buy
sooner,
rather
That, of course, goes conreal buying power fell in
trary to the economic premise than later,in an effort to avoid
September for the first time in
higher
prices
they
feel
they
that prices tend to rise when
-three months because of the-- demand increases and to fall would face in the future. But
higher inflation rate. Nenwhen demand for the product high interest rates for some
types of loans and tighter dable earningsjell 0.4 perZent
declines.
SHOE BUZZ JR. — Judy Mastera (left) and Kathy O'Brien
for the Month and cleaned 6.7
Airlines and auto com- credit conditions on others percent in the
past year, the
children's shoes now available in Shoe Bill Jr., a portion
panies, both experiencing could dampen the "buy-in- government said.
Shopping Center.
In
other 'business
developments this past week:
—A Census Bureau report
showed that the median income of American families
Shoe Bizz, iii the Bel Air
Types of shoes featured inThe seminar included a tour rose $2,044 to $19,684 between
Peggy Carraway, funeral
Shopping Center, recently clude moccasins, athletic
director at the J.H. Churchill of the casket plant and
1978 and 1979. But the 11.6 per- opened Shoe Bizz Jr., a shoes, saddle shoes, top siders
Funeral Home, was one of 24 assembly of caskets. The cent increase was almost department
in the gtore which and cowboy boots..
women funeral directors women also were allowed to totally taken up by inflation.
features boys and girls-shoes.
The store also carries a wide
across the country who was in- make Suggestions concerning
—Corporate profits coming
variety of socks, tights and
the
design
and
vited to the Women In Funeral
materials used
Shoe Bizz Jr. is the local junior miss panty hose.
out for the third quarter showService Seminar, recently in the caskets.
ed a mixed pattern. Oil com- authorized dealer for Mother
Partners Kathy O'Brien and
Carraway has been with
held in Batesville,Ind.
pany profits which grew by Goose Shoes. Other shoe lines Judy Mastera said they felt
Sponsored by the Batesville J.H. Churchill for the past five
huge amounts late last year also are featured. The shoes there was a need in the coinCasket Co., the seminar was years. She is a licensed
and early this year were up by are all leather and are or- munity for a children's shoe
funeral director and has an
thopedir
smaller amounts.
apprentice embalmer's
license.
Carraway said she became
a funeral director because she
wants to help people during a
difficult time in their lives.
She added easing problems
The Travelage East- delightful restaurants such as
Other attractions in the area
and lending assistance to the
family is part of.her job. Car- Southeast Seminar and Trade the Empress Lilly which is are John Newcombe's Vacaraway said when people have Show for travel agents was located in a showboat type tion Resort, Six Flags Stars
Hall of Fame. Gatorland Zoo.
called her to thank her after a held recently at the Hyatt structure on the lagoon.
service, that makes,it .all Hotel in Orlando. Participants
Circus "World brought Wet n' Wild and Kennedy
were
welcomed'by the Direcworthwhile.-- She estimated
clowns and tumblers to per- Space Center. Of particular inthat she spends over 80 hours tor of Conventions and form during a lunclieon and terest was the Cacti Garden
Tourism of "the Orlando
working on one funeral.
each table was centered with a near Apopka where many,
Anyone needing more infor- Chamber of Commerce. stuffed animal which were many varieties are grown and
mation about funerals or just Representatives of three in- door prizes. Talented musi- shipped to many countries.
wanting to talk about any dustry organizations • each cians played music of the type One fantastic display is a huge
Peggy Carraway
-working clock with various
aspect of a funeral is asked ter with a different focus on travel heard at circuses.
'
group.
held for women funeral direc- call Carraway at 753-2411.
designs made from blooming
- - addressed the
tors with no family relation to
Attending were Marjorie
Florida Festival is a dining cacti and another large
The J.H. Churchill FuneraL
their business. There are 900 Home has served the area and Bill Major, of Far Lands and shopping complex iiian display is a map of the U.S.A.
women funeral directors since its founding 95 years Travel Agency, who said the indoor marketplace resembl- with a different variety of cacacross the country.
seminar to be a learning ex- ing a huge tropical garden. A ti delineating each state..
ago.
perience designed to enable visit here to sample various
There are so many intravel agents to better counsel types of food was a prelude to teresting features in central
clients. An important presen- the visit to Sea World to see a Florida that some may be
tation was given by Princess private evening performance Missed on a visit unless the
Tours and Xerox Learning featuring Shamu, the 4 ton visitor plans the trip well
Systems which emphasized killer whale, which is a spec- before hand. It pays to be insales skills. Another in- tacular show.
formed the Majors said.
teresting presentation was one
by the Cruise Lines International Association which gave
the agents an up-to-date picture of the popular winter
If you're interested in saying money on your
cplise season.
Bob Blake, a former Pontiac Olds - Pontiac - Cadillac here
auto insurance, it's time you gave us a call. Just
Many suppliers to the travel
dealer in Mayfield, has this week.
for being an accident-free driver, you may reap
industry had booth space at brought
his 25 years of exsubstantial sayings With our agency and ,tria
the Trade Show. These supA native of Biloxi, Miss.,
Life & Casualty. You may also qualify for special
pliers included hotels, resorts,
Blake was with a dealership in
discounts available to carpoolers, multi-car famairlines and car rental comMemphis before moving to
ilies, good students and/or graduates of driver
panies as well as tour
Mayfield in 1973.
wholesalers,
cruise
lines,
training.
Blake's wife,Sue, is a native
tourist bureaus and other serAn "Etna auto policy also providesou with
of Carlisle County and a
vice organizations related to
total insurance protection backed by 24-hour
graduate of Murray State
the huge travel industly_,_
claim service—countrywide. Call our agency
University. —They have -two
Attractions abound in the
today,and find outjust how much you can save.
children, Mike, 19, a
Orlando-Kissimmee • area.
sophomore at University of
Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think ...
Walt Disney World is a
Kentucky, and Deborah, 16, a
spotlessly clean, flower
junior at Mayfield High
bedecked theme park offering
School.
INSURANCE CENTER
much more than the "Mickey
Ph, 753-8355
Blake is a member of the
OF MURRAY
Mouse" image projected.
Mayfield Kiwanis Club and at- Nearby is Lake Buena Vista
tends the First United
where vacation villas offer a
4 Ina Casually and Surely Company•The Slandsrd Fore Ingrance Company
Methodist. He attended the
he Automobile Insurance Company ol Hartford ConnerPout
new vacation life-style.
•Etna Casualty& Surety Company of i5,nu.s
University of Mississippi.
g
Around the Buena Vista
"I welcome the challenge
Lagoon are shops and
that stands out here in Murra
Bob Blake
and look forward to meeting
and dealing with the resident
perience to Murray.
TE-4111°
i4WW°
.
Blake assumed the duties of of the community with a lot of
We at the
sales manager at Purdom enthusiasm," Blake said.

Peggy Carraway Invited
To Funeral Seminar

Marjorie, Bill Major Attend
Seminar And Trade Show

It's A Fact:

Safe Drivers Save
Money With/Etna

yl

offer our

11=

Blake Sales Manager
At Purdom Oldsmobile

KING-LANDOLT

01

Congratulations
to
Peggy Carraway
Shoe Bizz Jr.
Roy Dunn
Bob Blake
•.

•

EST COPY AVAILABLE

The Reynolds — Aluminum
Reynolds buys aluminum
Recycling Company is now beverage cans and other clean
paying 27 cents per pound for household aluminum products
clean aluminum scrap at its such as pie plates, fail, food
containers, TV dinner trays,
Hopkinsville collection point.
Reynolds buys recyclable and dip, pudding and meat
aluminum at Heck's Depart- containers. Unlike some
ment Store, 2626 Fort Camp- recycling
companies,
bell Boulevard, Tuesday Reynolds will also accept virthrough Saturday from 9:30 tually any
. aliuninuin castings
such as pots, pans,
a.m. to Noon.
The new price reflects lawnmower housings, barbeReynolds national base rate of que grills,- antennas, gutter23 cents per pound plus a ing, and storm doors and win. bonus . rate of 4 cents per dows,Theseitems must be cut
pound. According to Reynolds to lengths of three feet or
Recycling Manager John under, must be securely
Faulk, "The higher rate per bundled and not mixed with
pound is necessary for us to aluminum cans.
For more information on the
maintain a competitive edge
and adhere to company policy Reynolds Aluminum Recyclof paying the going market ing Program, call toll-free I800-228-2525
rate."

it by some of the styles of
of Shoe Biit in the Bel Air

Shoe Bizz Has Children's Line

Bank of Murray

3ts a
)ther
ne.

Reynolds Aluminum
Pays 27 Cents A Pound
For Clean Scrap

Healthy Rebound Looks Dim

WE'LL COVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.
LALI
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Shoe Bizz will hold an open
house from 1 pin to 5 Nov 9

Roy Dunn Store
Manager At Chuck's
Roy Dunn has assumed the
position of store manager at
Chuck's Music Center, 1411
Main. .
As store manager, Dunn,
who had worked at Chuck's
nine- years ago;
. be 'in
charge of sales and service. In
the past, Dunn has worked
with the Murray High and

:4e

.
5

Roy Dunn
Calloway County High School
bands. He also is a former
president of the North
Elementary PTC.
Very skillful in instrument
repair and electronics, Dunn
attended
Murray State
UaiVersitY where he Majored
in voice and minored in
trumpet. Dunn also is music
director at Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Dunn's wife Cecilia is the
music teacher at Symsonia
High Schbol, They have two
daughters, Carole Jean, a
seventh grader at Calloway
County Middle School; and
Chrissy,a third grader at East
Elementary.
Durm lneita-alrhis friends
and past customers to come
by Chuck's and visit him.

Allstate's' homeowners insurance will
help to rebuild your houseif an insured
disaster strikes.
But, what if something happens to
you? Who will pay off the mortgage?
That's why you also need Allstate Life's
mortgage protection life.insurance. It
-helps pay off the mortgage if you die.
So your family will have help to live in
a debt-free home. You need both kinds
of insurance.
"
Just give me a call and get in on
Allstate's Good
Hands protection.

Allstate

See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU You're in good hands.
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs
Ake Outland
753-4751 Bel-Air Cwnter

Murray
Insurance
Agency
"MIN

Who's missing
from your
management
team?
If you don t have as a port of
your management team a
Certified Public Accountant
then you're missing the most
important link in your total
profit chain.
As on integral part of any well managed business a CPA
can provide such aids to your
management as financial
structuring, budgeting and
forecasting. analysis'of
occountin9 systems taxes
and tax planning and even
estate planning.
Now you can understand
when we soy . Certified Public
Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

CPA

Ross Insurance
210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493

You need both.
Allstate homeowners
insurance and
mortgage protection
life insurance.

More then a title, It's a profession

Michael H. Keller
201 S 6th Street

Certifiod Public Accountant

753-8918

41.
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Opinion Page

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
During the nineteenth century, many
Intellectuals resented the increasingly
larger role that "the masses- played in
public life. This elitist, anti-democratic
sentiment is expressed with exquisite
sarcasm by a character in The
Immoralist, a 1902 novel by Andre
Gide.
"One must allow other people to
be right," he used to say when he
was insulted; "it consoles them
for not being anything else."

EDIT'ORIAL

/ A m A Burglar
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This
story appeared originally in the
"Seattle Post-Intelligencer." It
is presented here as a valuable
educatintutl service because it is
loaded with very good advice.)
Here's how I work: I usually
leave my home an hour before
dark. This gives me time to drive
to a well-to-do neighborhood and
spot three or four dark homes all
together. Right at dark.
A good house burgler works
'only from just before dark until
10:30 or 11 p.m. when people
might come home. Timing is
essential. And you can't beat the
hours.
You have to look natural and
appear to fit in. You can't sneak
around. You might get shot. But
if you act like you own the place,
nobody pays any attention.
I approach a dark house
after writing the address down in
my little book alongside a fake
name. I ring the bell three or
four times. If somebody
answers, I look in my book and
ask, "Is Carl here?" If the
answer is no, I look puzzled and
check the book. I say: "That's
funny, I've got my book right
here and he gave me this address. Sorry I bothered you."
They don't pay any attention. Sometimes a phone call will
tell me if anyone is home. How
many "wrong" telephone calls
have you answered?
If nobody answers the bell, I
whip out a screwdriver I've honed into a real thin chisel. I just
slip it between the lock and the
door jam and give it a flip. The
door almost always opens.
As soon as I get in, I open the
hack door and a window on a side

away from the garage. This
gives me three possible exits if
anyone comes home while I'm
picking up the valuables.
If they come in the front, I go
out the back. If they come from
the side or I'm not sure, I head
for the open window — quietly.
A good burglar must know
his lights. Most of us steer clear
of them. A bathroom light left on
is hardest for us to figure. You
can't tell if anyone is home,
especially if the bathroom door
is left open so the light shines
out.
But if a light is left on in a
living or bedroom, I can walk by,
peek in and see that nobody's
home. Burglars can figure this
out; not all of us are idiots.
A two-story house, I leave
strictly alone when there's a
light on upstairs and down. I
don't even bother to case it. You
just can't tell if anyone's home.
Timers that turn lights on
and off give me fits. A light on in
the daytime is a good hint that
the family's away, especially if
the mail hasn't been taken in and
the porch is strewn with
newspapers.
I won't take a chance on a
timer even if I see it. Why take a
risk when right down the street
some fool hasn't got one?
Dogs. I avoid. They make
noise and sometimes bite. This
rouses the neighborhood.
I'm wary of venetian blinds
when they are turned up. Down,
I can see all I need. But if they
are slanted upward all I get is a
look at the ceiling.
Occasionally, I miscue and
find someone sleeping inside. I
takeoff. Fast. Even sooner.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

First Generation Of
Millers In County
This is a summary written by
Ernestine Bucy, of her findings concerning her Miller forebearers in Calloway
County.
"With the help of Mrs. Mary Frances
Stubblefield, Miss Era Miller, and Mrs.
Imogene Paschall, I have been able to
account for the first Kentucky generation of the Family of Jacob and Zellah
Miller (born 1780, 1781) who came from
Randolph County, North Carolina in the
late 1830's.
"The Millers settled an area between
Murray and Hazel east of Highway 641.
The Miller-Hicks road cuts through
land they once occupied. A house, built
by—Ephrairn Miller, stands abandoned
on the south corner at the junction of
the Miller-Hicks road and the Old
Paris-Murray Road. Across the road
on the north corner, Hayman Miller's
house once stood.
"Jones Miller (barn 1815) and his
brother Hayman Awn 1816) reared
their families in this KentuckyTennessee border area and the Miller
sons and daughters did not stray far
afield through the 1880's.
"Zelah E. (born 1843), daughter of
Jones and known as "Zilly," married
Clark Robinson and had two sons and
two daughters. They are listed by the
initials M.A.F., M.J., A.W., and Joseph
in the 1880 Census of Calloway County.
"R. Bartholarnew (born 1846), called
"Thal" went to Texas and I have no further information on him.
"William Jasper Miller, called
"Jack," married Susan Caroline Brush
and had Henry Haman (1873), Andrew
J. (1874), Jones T. (1876), Lear A.
(1878), Gemima A. (1879), and Martin
and Susie. He is buried at Old Salem
Cemetery.
"John Randolph Kirk Miller (1848)
married Rose Anna West and had Alsie
Ashberry (1971), Marion Irven (1865,
and Ernest Houston (1888). He is also
buried at Old Salem."
"Nancy C. (1852), another daughter
of Jones, married Gilbert Hart and had
several children. The 1890 census lists
only James T. and Obediah. Henry
Haman (1856) married Viola Hood and
had Manliff, Clough, Mary, Bascombe,
and Lulu.
'Alsey Ashberry, the last child of
Jones Miller and Jane Kirk Miller, diedat the age of 11 and is buried beside his
father at Martin's Chapel. Hayman F.
Miller (1816) died at the age of 38, leaving a widow and eight children, one of
whom was crippled. The family remained intlict, with the older children

substituting for the missing father. Only four of the eight married.
"William A. ( 18401, known as "Arch," fought in the Civil War on the Confederate side.(The Millers in Randolph
County, N.C., had been slave holders.)
He died in his old age at a veterans
hospital in Louisville.
"Sarah E.(1842), called "Sally," was
crippled, but sat and did fine
needlework for the family. She never
married. M. Susan Miller (1844) married John T. Gunter and had nine
children, identified only by initials in
the 1880 census: J. I., A.S., A.B., J.A.,
R.H., E.S., E., Lorena and Ann.
"Ephraim J. Miller (1846) married
twice. The first marriage to G. Alice
Clanton produced his children James
Humphreys Miller 11877), and Lulu B.
Miller (1879). A second marriage was to
Sarah Eula Rogers. Mary Frances
Miller (1848) married T.M. Barber.
Their children were H.N., Alice, Ella,
and Irie.
"Xlsey B. (1851), called "Als," also
married twice — sisters Zulu E. and
Laura E. Allbritten. I have no record of
any children.
"Zelah Parmelia (1854 ), the last child
of Hayman and Mary Moore Miller,
married Thomas Marshall and died
giving birth to their only child, Miller
Marshall. Celia Miller (1852) was what
was then termed an "old maid school
teacher" who taught and helped rear
her sister's child Miller Marshall. She
is buried at Martin's Chapel.
"Life in the early days was harsh and
took its toll of young men anclEyoung
mothers, but the line of the German immigrant, John Frederick Miller, who
came to Virginia from Germany in
174, continued through the 1880's in
Kentucky. It continues to this day."

(1640417.11.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Oct. 25, the 299th
day of 1980. There are 67 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 25, 1971, the United Nations
seated China and expelled the Nationalist Chinese.
On this date:

_
iliZIOrj has Mermined that, Vot,er Apathy is dangerous t,o our Fotem.

In 1936, Germany and Italy formed
the Rome-Berlin Axis.
In 1956, Egypt, Jordan and Syria
formed a unified military command.
In 1977, the United States agreed
in
principle to support the U.N. arms embargo against South Africa.
Ten years ago: Avalanches swept
away sections of a mountain road in
Colombia,killing about 25 people.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
landed its second spacecraft on Venus.
One year ago, the House opened
debate on emergency legislation to provide more than 81 billion in fuel
assistance for the nation's poor.

Looking Back
10 ears Ago
Army Spcialist Four Hugh T.
Raspberry was airlifted from Fort
Campbell Army Airfield to Germany on
Oct. 9 to participate with approximately 11,1)00 troops in Exercise Refugee II.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Valera
Rowland, 75, John Blair Davidson, 73,
Joe Crouse, Olcie Mathis, 72, Mrs.
Nellie Henson,86,and John Peeler.
Dawn Loesch„West Carrollton, Ohio,

was crowned as homecoming queen of
Murray State University prior to the
football game between MSU and East
Tennessee with the latter winning 14 to
6.
Celia Taylor, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Taylor of Almo and junior
art major at Murray State University,
has been named as the 1970 sweetheart

of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Murray State University.
Mrs. I. H. Key presented the lesson on
"Drying Flowers" at the meeting of the
Nature's Palette,Garden Club held at
her home.
"Gone With The Wind" starring
Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, and Leslie
Howard is showing at the Capri
Theatre.

True will be presented as a drama by
Murray College High Seniors as a part
of Jesse Stuart Day at Murray State
College on Nov.5.
The Rev. C. E. Martin, pastor of St.
John's Baptist Church, will be honored
at a ,series of "going away services"
this weekend.
Miss Patricia Ann foatman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Loafman, was married to Robert Wayne
Ezell, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Ezell,

on Oct. 19 at the Murray Church of
Christ.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Andrus, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Lee, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Roy Phelps, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. D. R.
Hutson, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Crowell.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "The Long Hot Summer"
and "Peyton Place."

don Adams.
J. N. (Buddy) Ryan announced that
he has sold his popcorn processing
plant at North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray, to Holillfes Ellis and

Herman Ellis.
David Gowans, Gillard Ross, and
Russell Terhune have been elected
deacons of the College Presbyterian
Church, according to the pastor, the
Rev. Orval Austin.
Kay Weatherly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Weatherly, has been elected
homecoming football queen at Murray
High School. Her attendants are Betty
Hutson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. P.
Hutson, and Rachel Blalock, daughter
of Mr.and Mrs. P. N. Blalock.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Spiceland, Oct. 14, a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. Rudy Bucy,Oct. 15,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilcox,
Oct. 17, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Miller
Thedford, Oct..18, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight L. Wation, Oct. 19, a boy to Lt.
and Mrs. Edwin James, Oct. 9, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jean Crawford,
Oct. 22.

20 Yearw-Ago
The newsboys of The Ledger & Times
are featured today in a special salute.
They are Ronnie Fox, Loyd Outland,
Tommy Williams, Larry. Campbell,
Danny Fortner, Vic Dunn, Tony
Thomas, Bobby Campbell, Ernest
Perry, Joe Cohoon, John Brandon,
Donald Steffy, Amos McCarty, Bill
Adams, Bobby Williams, Dan Jones,'
Gene Brandon, Jimmy Williams, Ronnie Woods,and Ken Lavendar.
Jesse Stuart's Thread That Runs so

Today's birthdays: Singer Helen
Reddy is 39. Country music star Minnie
Pearl is 68. Former baseball star Bobby
Thomson is 57.
Thought for today: It is no use to
blame the looking-glass if your face is
awry — Nikolai Gogol, Russan author
(1809-1852).

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

30 Years Ago
Thirty dogs have been poisioned in
the area of Murray State College this
fall, according to the office of Calloway
County Sheriff Wayne Flora.
Deaths reported include James Gor-

40 Years Aio
Kentucky Gov. Keen Johnson has
named Carl Sparks, Roy Brandon, A.
W. Simmons, Dr. P. A. Hart, appeal
agent, and Dr. L. D. Hale, examining
physician, for Local Board No. 20 of the
Selective Service. Oct. 29 is the date for
the lottery to determine the order in
which registrants will be called into
service.
Deaths reported this week include
Henry C. Bub)(
Vinson who died from
injuries after being struck by a car, Ed
W. Watkins, 75, John C. Lassiter, 76,
Mrs. Nannie Farris, 68, and Mrs. Tula
Hopkins,48.
The Hazel Community celebrated its
50th anniversary with special events on
Oct. 18. The first train rolled to the Tennessee state line as September 1890
closed and it is from that occasion that
the town of Hazel dates its history.
Calloway County has the largest
number of students of any county
registered for the fall semester at Murray State Teachers College. The
number from Calloway, 272, is over
one-fifth of the college enrollment —

Dr. Orvis C. Wells, Murray,associate
director of Public Health Optometry for
Kentucky, will speak at the meeting of
the Eastern Division of the Kentucky
Association of Optometrists at Lexington.
G. B. Scott of the Murray Milk Products Company said that the company
had installed a capping machine to give
each milk bottle a Sealright Hood in addition to the regular plug cap.
A cafeteria has been installed at the
Lynn Grove High School and the first
meal was being served today.
The marriage of Miss Mary Nelle
Rayburn and Edgar Shirley was solemnized on Oct. 12.
Mrs. Charlie Cole was honored at a
dinner on Oct. 20 in celebration of her
68th birthday.
Joe Cross Creason of Benton has joined the staff of The Ledger & Times as
newswriter and advertising solicitor.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Boom Town" starring Clark Gable,
spencer Tracy, Claudette Colbert, and
Hedy Lamarr.-

50 Years Ago
A custom of many years standing
which Calloway County Democrats
have learned to look forward to with
great anticipation will be Oct. 27 when
United Statta Senator Alben W.
Barkley will fill his annual appointment
of speaking in Murray the fourth Monday in October before the general election the first Tuesday in November.
Deaths reported this week include
James Bryant Outland, 71, Mrs. Josie
Holt, 87, W. W. (Bill) Humphreys, 70,
Mrs. Emma Brame, Mrs. Mary Wilkerson,84, and Mrs. Alice Moffitt,40.
A contract for the graveling of Olive
Street from North 12th Street to the
Murray State Teachers College campus
has been let at the cost of ;300.
Construction of a new bus station on
Main Street between the McDaniel
Hotel and the Cities Service Oil Station
has been started by the owners, Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Sexton.
Prof. E. H. Smith, head of the Extension Department of Murray State
Teachers College, said night classes
WRITE A LETTER
...Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
ir,cluded for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
imes, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

i

will be offered at the college this fall.
A community day was held Oct. 24 at
Kirksey,according to a story written by
Mayna McCallon.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hill on Oct.
20 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kinzer
on Oct. 18.
R. B. Parker, tax collector, urges
citizens to pay their city taxes now to
avoid the 10 per cent penalty on Nov. 1.
Frieda Stark of Kirlcsey, Rosalind
Crass, Ruth Lassiter, and Clifton
Brown, all of Murray, have been
elected officers of the French Club at
Murray State Teachers College.
Ed Filbeck of Murray has been
elected president of the Board of
Trustees of the McTyeire School at
McKenzie,Tenn.
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Six inches of snow began pelting the county, coated with an
icy frosting New Year's Day, played havoc with traffic and brought
first of the year merchandising sales to a disappointing halt despite
city and county highway crews efforts to relieve the highways and
court square of the unwanted slush barrier. Schools closed for
the duration, extending the holiday season until January 17, when a
ray of momentary sunshine opened the school doors for one day
but new snow and ice slammed shut the doors again January 18.
Periodic opening and closing held on through the icy wintry season,
climaxing with an early spring downfall March 22-23 with a total
season snowfall of over 14 inches. Calloway folks had to shovel
out of the frigid weather with the enthusiasm of a Canadian mountie,
entertaining geological fears Calloway County was on the verge of
an Ice Age.
Dr. Harry Sparks, who concluded a four-year tenure as state
superintendent of public instruction, handily stepped into the presidency of Murray State University Jan. 8, 1968, to become the fifth
president of the school where Dr. Sparks had formerly been a member of the staff.
In flight to Murray State to ferry members of the basketball
squad to the Paducah Airport, L. V. Moyer, flying service manager,
crashed into WNBS transmitter tower near Bee Creek and was
killed. He hita—flotyn off course through low clouds, snow and
fog, in search of tlie Murray Airport.
Eleven L&N Railway cars were derailed just south of the railroad crossing on the New Concord 121 highway at the southeast
limits of the city. The accident was attributed to the burroughing
of a groundhog under the tracks—you guessed it—on Groundhog
Day, February 2.
General Carbon 81 Graphite officials announced a delay in
plans to construct a new plant in Murray February 7. Although
previously announced by Congressman F. A. Stubblefield the federal
government would underwrite nearly half of construction costs,
officials of the graphite organization explained the need for a new
sponsor to complete financing plans. Max Hurt, president of the
Industrial Foundation, expressed disappointment, however said he
was optimistic the plant sponsored by the foundation would get
back on track.
To Be Continued
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Car Driven In Protest
Wants muscles to grow

Frames Drake
FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 27, 1980
What kind of day will you really know this person.
tomorrow be' To find out what Still, you're intrigued.
the stars say, read the CAPRICORN
forecast given for your birth ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Sign.
Though higher-ups are
supportive, there may be
ARIES .
small problems in executing
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erat-44' tasks. Don't be abrupt with a
Little things could go wrong co-worker who's sensitive.
now. A co-worker seems AQUARIUS
esa.
inordinately sensitive. ,A (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
relative, too, could dampen
Hobbies are more favored
your spirits.
than romance. In the evening
TAURUS
there's a need to slow down.
( Apr. 20 (IL May 20)
Things look good regarding a
A long-term financial long-term venture.
project
looks
good. PISCES
Meanwhile, small financial (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
problems
could
arise,
You'll have success in a
especially if you overspend on home improvement program,
pleasure.
but relatives may be touchy.
GEMINI
Evening is unfavorable for
May 2110 June 20)
romance.
Things don't go as you'd like
YOU BORN TODAY are a
now. The unexpected cramps humanitarian who dislikes
your style. You could taking orders. You have
concentrate too much on fun leadership ability and would
and regret it later.
make a good government head
CANCER
or public servant. You have
( June 21 to July 22)
executive ability and would
Morning may find you succeed
in
business,
moody and wanting to be architecture, engineering, and
alone. Things improve if you law. Your greatest success
want them to, but others could comes when you learn to do
be out of sorts, too.
your own thing. You are also
LEO
artistically inclined and can
July 23 to Aug. 22) 42
succeed in poetry, music,
Don't try to impress others literature
and
theater.
now. You could overspend and Teaching and psychology may
not reach your goal. If so, also appeal to you. Do not let a
don't sulk. Enjoy private need for material success
study.
keep you from taking a chance
VIRGO
on
your
individuality.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr
)
If dealing with higher-ups,
don't be solicitous. In the
evening, you're liable to spend
more
than
you
had
anticipated.
Subscribers who have not
LIBRA
received their home-delivered
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)by
Though you feel in great copy of The Murray Ledger 8 Times
shape, obstacles still may 530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
arise. You seem to be 330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
ambivalent about a career to call 753.1916 between 5:30 P.m.
Friday, or
matter: Watch ideological and 6 p.m., Monday through
3:30 p.m. and I p.m. Salurdays
conflicts.
A circulation department emSCORPIO
ployee is on duty during these
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) /It
.
time periods to insure delivery
Don't feel put down if an
of your newspaper. Calls must
acquaintance doesn't find you
irresistable. Keeping things be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or.
quiet helps you in business I p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
activities.
The regular business office
' SAGITTARIUS
hours of The Murray Ledger 8 Times.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )er
are8 cm. lo 5 p.m., Monday
A close ally does the
through Friday and 8 a.m to note.
• unexpected. For a moment
Saturdays.
you're uncertain as to whether

MISS
YOUR PAPERt

Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 12-6

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D,
DEAR Dfi. LAMB
I am
not a 90-pound weakling but I
am 5-feet-10 and only weigh
140 pounds. I'm 24 I don't
want to get fat but I would
like to have some muscles. I
think I would look better if I
had enough muscles to weigh
165 pounds. I have been lifting
weights every day and am
also active with jogging and
handball. Still I don't gain any
weight. What is the secret?
DEAR READER - You
are probably in good physical
condition from your regular
exercise but if you want to
grow muscles you may need
to change your routine.
Muscles grow and get
stronger to be able to contract
with greater force. If you lift
a 10-pound weight every day,
even 100 times each day, your
muscles will not get any big.ger or stronger than they need
to be to lift 10 pounds.
The best way is to lift a
weight that you can lift at
least three times but have
trouble lifting 10 times. Use
this weight for the muscle
- group you are training about
three times a week. Resting
your muscles a day between
exercise periods will give you
the best results.
To explain the details of
this I am sending you The
Health Letter number 5-4i
Weight Training for Energy
dal Weight Control. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 155.1, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
People who develop good
muscles and keep them in
good shape are less likely to
get fat. Muscles use energy
even .when you are at rest.
This is - explained in The
Health Letter I am sending
you.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
would love to have the BMR
test because I have had to
watch my weight for 40 years
but there isn:t a doctor in our
community that gives the test.
Could you help me find someone?
DEAR READER - Yes,
doctors seldom give the test
anymore. That is because they
have so many other ways to
evaluate the function of the
thyroid gland.
Originally I mentioned the
BMR as a means of finding
out how much oxygen your
body consumes at rest. From
this information you can calculate how many calories
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1.96
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2.33
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57.88

FR78:15

58.88

46.88
48.88
48.88
51.88
51.88
55.88
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GR78114 61.88
GR78x15 62.88
/11178x14 66.88
MR78x15 67.88
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69.88

GR70x15 71.88
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2.52
2.65
2.70
2.86

Plus 1 83 F.E.T. Each

2.90

This information is helpful
in planning the right number
of calories a day you need for
a diet to control body fat

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
quality at a Kmart price
Misses'
Sizes

K

1-1b.•

1.74

:

Save On Candy For Halloween

Individually-wrapped •snack size or Fun
Size' candy bars for "trick-or-treaters"

• Net Wt

Our Reg 797

$
5
2.94 1.37
Our Reg 396

1-lb.'

Men's And
Boys' Sizes

Turtleneck Tops
Fashion favorites
in polyester knit

Our Reg 1 88-1 97

Knit Hockey Caps
With or without pom
coon Acrylic knit

All Tires Plus F.E.T.
Mounting Included
No Trade-In Required

Men's Nylon Jacket
Unlined nylon taffeta In solid colors •

52x/0" Rectangle
52x90" Oval
52x90" Oblong
60" Round

2.,.

7.

WIDE BAND
KNEE HIS

-:Ex.1- 115-.1
:c
,F-0:1'
- n

41111110

1.17171t-A: FTIITtI

3 Days Only

8.44
Modern Bath Scale
Wicker-look Sturdy
steel construction

SPECIAL

1.67

3/1.00 4pgr

Breck' Shampoo
rwwmal, oily, dry
formblas 15 fl oz

Nylon Knee-Highs
Sheer stretch nylon.
nude heel Fit 81/2-11

Our 68C Deck

Our 3 97-5.47

2

2.50

Decks I
Playing Cards
Choose pinochle or
poker cards Deluxe

Christmas
Photo Greeting
Cards.

With whipped
potatoes and
.44
gravy. Save. I

25 beautiful cards
25 envelopes 6.96

Our Reg T997

13.88
ARCIOrdri.
Styrene, Vinyl Or Metal

9x11"

2.47

d„

Vinyl Photo Album
Magnetic. With 5
pages. 10 sheets.

Ea

Vinyl Table Covers
Flannel back. Solid
colors or patterns

LUNCHEON r
SPECIAL
BEEF SANDWICH

8V2x11", 1.17
11x14",1.38

Steel Belted
Radial Whitewalls• Economy
Priced
KM Radial 225
•5 Rib Tread
• Radial Tire
Traction
• 78 Series Width
• Popular PMatric Sizes

Save
2.97

•

Mode 1,
0
,
0 your negative

2.90
3.24

ing in the fasting state, as
when you wake up, your body
uses 4.825 calories per liter of
oxygen consumed. If the liters
of oxygen consumed per 24
hours is multiplied by 4 825
that should be about the number of calories your body uses
at rest each day.

sign on the side of the car and
flash the thumns-up sign.''
The sign says their goal is
repeal of the windfall profits
tax, the development of alternate energy sources and Qie
increased use of coal.
McCullough, 39, and two
other Cambridge, Ohio,
residents, Bill Nugent, 25, and
Earle Kesterson, 26, began
their trip Oct. 3 in San Francisco. Their goal is to reach as
many people as possible with
their message, they said. On
Oct. 21, the station wagon was
in Indiana, heading to
Williamsport.

Hurry in for our price breaking

Photofinishing

*4-4-4.++++++++4

ily

Rather than asking for a
BMR ask to have a cardiovascular or pulmonary
function laboratory measure
your oxygen consumption in
liters per minute while you
are at rest If that is done
while you are in the resting
fasting state the liters of oxygen you use a minute can be
multiplied by 1,440 to obtain
the number of liters of oxygen
you would use at rest all day
(24 hours) When you are rest-

3 Days Only

AUTO CENTER

[ token, if an issue has
[ssed on this page and
that the issue merits
af the general public,
letter to the editor or
tide on whatever that

your body needs at rest The
important measurement is
how much oxygen you consume at rest and that can be
done a lot of ways other than
by using a BMR test
Any good pulmonary fun.
lion laboratory should be able
to measure your oxygen
consumption Many of the cardiovascular laboratories that
do stress tests are equipped to
measure oxygen consumption
- not only at rest but at maximum exertion.

INDIANA, Pa. [ AP) The
sight of an antique car on a
highway draws enough attention, but when it's corning
down the road rear-end first,
people do a double-take.
The 1929 Model A reversedirected car, mounted
backward on its chassis, is being driven across the country
by three men to protest what
they say is the misdirection of
America's energy policy.
"Our response on the interstates is very strong," said
William McCullough, one of
the car's designers. "People
drive ahead of us, read tiOe

Digital Alarm Clock
Electric, green readout, dimmer switch

3 Days Only

97

66°

0E0,
8x1-0"
All-purpose Frames
Black or black with
gold accent Glassed

Protect Your Fuel

Roll
Heavy-duty Foil
Broiler -weight
aluminum 375 sq. ft

moh

On Sale Thru Nov. 1

Double Insulated
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Complete Exhaust
Systems Available
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SERVICES INCLUDE:
I. OH change (Choice of 5 qt.
any weight K mart. oil)
2. Install 1 K mart. oil fitter'
3. Chassis lubrication (Fittings
extra)

6.88
K

mare Oil, Lobe
and Filter Job
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blefield the federal
construction costs,
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For most cars, light trucks. Additional services extra. Save

16.88

Sale
Price

H.D. Muffler Installed
For many U S cars light trucks.
Additional parts. services extra.
Singes Unit Welded Systeme& Included

Our Reg 647

Sale Price

3.96

1.27

Locking Gas Cap
Fits many cars and
light trucks Save

Undercoating
Helps prevent rust.
deadens sound 20 oz

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

We Honor

L-

Our Reg 8,48

K mart" MERCHANDISE

Hooded Sweat Shirt
Polyester /cotton
warm muff pocket

POLICY

Our tirth intention Is to have every ocReertised it.,,, in stock on
our sheixes It on ocivertised itens is not available to,
Darchase Clue 10 Ony unloielkien reason, K mod svill issue o
Rein Check on tecemIl MX Me merchandise (One Item 01
reasonable tooetv Quantity) to be purchased at the sole
once whenever available cm will sell you o compomble
[MOM'S item at 0comPo,oble ,eduetlon in price Our polsCY is
to give out customers sahstOction(Sways

4=31 ur--ITOM

EST COPY AVAILABLE

1 HP
7308

Our Reg 68C

3 Days Only

46°

19.97

9-volt Battery
American-made
heavy-duty

7l/2" Circular Sow
General-purpose
Electric
use

'Net wt

LL
THE SAVING PLACE

Va..IIMIONOW

Slack s Decker

Auto Dept

'11Ine1s Mew eaten Mt mow cws

t south of the raily at the southeast
to the burroughing
it-on Groundhog

Sold In
Sporting
Goods
Dept

Auto Dept

•VING PLACE

Open Daly WS;Sundsys 124

API4Miru

The Saving Place 9m

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Tigers Shutout Todd County Central 32-0

Season's Best Offensive Effort Lifts Murray High
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
ELKTON. Ky. — Murray
High used its best offensive
performance of the season to
crush Todd County Central 320 last night. The Tigers rolled
up 299 yards of total offense en
route to their fourth triumph
in nine outings.
Tun Foster rushed for three
touchdowns to lead the Murray scoring. The senior
tailback led all rushers with
109 yards in 18 carries.
Another standout effort that
could not be overlooked came
from fullback Albert Ball. The
190-pound Senior carried the
ball 15 times for 89 yards. He
also caught two passes for 38
yards and a touchdown.
Ball's outburst marks his
best performance. of the
season. The bruising fullback
has emerged in the past few
weeks to complement the
speedy 'outside running of
Foster.
"It was a wet night, a long
distance and a good win,"
Murray head coach John Hina
said. "Albert did some real
fine running for us, as did Tim
Foster. There are many,
many people on defense who
deserve credit.
"To" say it as shortly as
possible, we are enthusiastically well-pleased
with the win::
defense
was
- The
Outstanding in racking up its
first shutout of the season. The
glurray defenders allowed
Todd four first downs and just
56 yards of total offense.
The Tigers forced six turnovers of the waterlogged
pigskin, jumping on four Todd
fumbles and picking off two
- passes.
A fumble recovery by
Foster gave Murray its early
7-0 lead.
With just 2:23 gone in the
first. period, Rebel quarterback Calvin Naylor attempted
to sweep the left side of the
Murray line. Naylor was
wrapped up quickly by Robin
-Roberts and Mike Gough for
what appeared to be a threeyard loss.
Naylor made the mistake of
trying to spin out of the grasp
of the two Tigers and the ball
squirted loose. Foster snatchedit up on the first bounce and
sprinted 35 yards down the
sideline to the game's first
score.
Murray scored on its next
two possessions. The first, set
up by a Todd fumble, began at
the Rebel 43. After losing five
yards on two cracks,. the

yards to the score and a 26-0
Tiger lead.
The final score of the game

Arty
,
"."

TIGER BALLCARRIERS — Albert Ball (30), left and Stephen Reed (22)show their agility
in the open field on runs during Friday's MHS victory over Todd County,
Staff Photos By Steve Becker

came with 47 seconds left in
the third period.
Crawford recovered a Todd
fumble at the Rebel 21.
Following a 14-yard run by
Ball on first down, Foster
slanted the final seven yards
over the left side of the line.
With the kick again failing in
the gusty wind, Murray held a
32-0 advantage. .
The fourth quarter was a
battle between the Todd first
liners and the Murray
reserves. It ended in a
scoreless tie, which suited
Hina just fine.
"We did not want to run it
up," he said. "He has been
beaten handily all year long
and I saw no reason for us to
run it up.
"I like to win by three or
four touchdowns but after
that, there is no reason to want
to score more. Pt was good that
some of the people who don't
play very often got a chance to
finish the game.
' "We have got to get right
back at it next week with
Tilghman coming in. We are
going to take some time to enjoy this one, though. It feels
•
good to win again."
Tigers celebrate
The
homecoming next Friday,
hosting the state's numberone rated team, 4-A power
Paducah Tilghman.

play of the team.Tight end Robin Roberts
Tigers faced a third and 15.
The second half proved to be
Fostertlien turned a simple watched the fourth down pass
more of the same as the Tigers
draw play into a 48-yard skitter off his fingers'in the
touchdown romp. Clipping end zone as the half ended. . scored almost at will.
Stopping the first Todd
"We.were able to control the
nullified the play and left Murpossession of the half in its
ray with a third down and four ball very well tonight," Hina
tracks, Murray took over at
said. "That is something that
at the 32.'
the Rebel 40 after the punt.
The Tigers quickly reached we have had trouble with. We
did pretty much what we , Nine plays later, Craig
the first down on a plunge by
Crawford took a pass from Bill
Ball. Foster carried the ball 23 wanted on offense. We are
Shelton and rumbled seven
yards to the 7 on the next play. very pleased with the overall
Four plays later, after a
momentary stiffening by the NBA Club Wins Five Of Seven Games
Rebel goal line defense,
Foster darted in from the one.
McDougal again converted
the kick for a 14-0 lead.
After thwarting one of the
By MIKE HARRIS
ble. He just makes things hap- verted both free throws to
fake punts that Hina warned
AP Sports Writer
pen and we just forced too start the Suns on a run of 10
about earlier this week,.the
The Indiana Pacers, once
many shots out there tonight." unanswered points and the
Tigers flashed to their third the scourge of the American
George McGinnis missed Nuggets managed only five
score of the night.
Basketball Association, may the last 71-2-minutes after suf- points the rest of the third
Taking over on the Todd 45; -finally be reawakening in the fering a knee sprain that could period.
Murray ground out the yar- National Basketball Associa- keep him out of action for a
Alex English paced Denver
dage to the Rebel 29 on five tion.
few games. That gave George with 21 and David Thompson
plays. Facing a third-andIndiana teams led by stars Johnson his chance.
added 18.
eight, quarterback Greg Mor- such as Roger Brown, -Mel
Trail Blazers 120, Mavericks
Danny Roundfield topped
ton hit Ball on a short delay Daniels, Billy Keller and
Atlanta in scoring with 17 105
pass out of the backfield.Freddie Lewis won three ABA
Mychal Thompson and
points and rebounds with 14.
Ball got to the sideline and titles. But, since being ac- The Hawks slipped to 4-2 with Calvin Natt led eight Portland
followed it 29 yards to the cepted into the more
both losses at the hands of the players in double figures as •
score. The hard running prestigious NBA' in 1976, the Pacers.
senior bowled over three Todd Pacers have struggled just to
Lakers 104, Sonies 98
defenders inside the 5-yard be respectable.
Jamaal Wilkes and Kareem
line on his way to the tally.
This season may be dif- Abdul-Jabbar each scored 26
The kick failed but Murray ferent, though. The Pacers points to lead the Lakers, who
held a 20-0 lead.
have bounded out of the star- improved their record to 6-1.
Not yet ready to call it a ting gate with five victories in
Los Angeles built a 23-point
half, the Tigers drove the ball seven games, including a 104- first quarter lead and coasted
down to the Rebel 4 with 45 97 triumph over the Atlanta from there.
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
seconds left before intermis- Hawks Friday night that gave
Norm Nixon had 24 points
AP Sports Writer
sion. Four Murray whacks at them a share of the Central and Magic Johnson 18 for Los
Last year's Southwest Conthe aroused Todd line, Division lead with idle
Angeles, which remains tied ference co-champions meet in
however, proved fruitless.
Milwaukee.
with Phoenix for first place in the Astrodome tonight with
In other NBA action Friday the Pacific Division.
the loser probably facing
night, Los Angeles topped
The Sonics, 3-5, were led by elimination from this year's
Seattle 104-98; Phoenix ripped guard Freddie Brown's 19 race.
Jaenver 117.44; Portland doh- points
Arkansas, -ranked 15th naDallas 120-105;
bered
Los Angeles took charge of tionally, is 4-1 overall and 1-1
Cleveland beat New Jersey the game quickly, breaking in league play. Houston is 3-3
126-112; San Diego slipped away from a 2-2 tie by scoring and 2-1, respectively. And
past Utah 103-100, and Chicago 13 of the next 15 points.
although the SWC champ has
TOKYO t AP t — Third seedBuster Mottrarn of - Britain beat Washington 104-96.
Suns 117, Nuggets 94
lost a conference game in five
led
Billy
Knight
Silk-smooth
ed Mel Purcell thumped sixthwithdrew, leading the second
Len Robinson poured in a of the last six years, no team
seeded Terry Moor to advance
set 1-0, because of back pain. Indiana with 23 points, 14 of game-high 23 points to lead the has ever won or shared the tito the semifinals of the
Norback had won the first set them in the pivotal fourth "Phoenix romp. The victory tle with two losses.
quarter, and George Johnson
$175,000 Japan-Asian Open. 6-3.
was the sixth in seven games
Arkansas' favorite place
Purcell, of Murray, will meet
In women's play, Hungary's came off the bench to score 17 for the Suns.
isn't indoors. In their only
Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia
Marie Petrova upset Ivanna more. The two Johnson's,
The Nuggets, 2-5, appeared previous visit to the
who advanced to the
Madruga of Argentina, 6-1, 6- Gehrge and demon, and
to lose their composure after Astrodome, the Razorbacks
semifinals with a 7-5, 6-3 vic3; Nerida Gregory of James Edwards each had 10 rookie Cedrick Hordges was dropped a 20-9 deccision to
tory over Peter Rennert.
Australia, defeated Julie Har- rebounds as Indiana became
banished for a flagrant foul Houston in 1978, and they lost,
Purcell won 6-2, '6-1 over
rington 6-3, 6-3; Marianna the first team this season to against the Suns' Walter 24-9 to national champion
Moor to set up the meeting. In
Simionescu-Borg eliminated outrebound the Hawks,55-46.
Davis. Hordges stepped in Alabama last year in the
"Billy Knight was absolute- front of Davis in a two-on-one Sugar Bowl at the New
other action, Eliot Teltscher
Li Qua.Yu of China, 64, 6-3.;.
said
eliminated Bruce Manson 6-3,
and Dana Gilbert prevailed ly fabulous out there,"
break and knocked him down Orleans Superdome.
6-3; and Jan Norback of
over Heide Eisterlehner of Atlanta Coach Hubie Brown. and referee Jim Capers ruled
"Playing in the Astrodome
"He ignited them off the drib- it was intentional. Davis con- is tough," says Coach Lou
Sweden advanced when
West Germany,6-4, 3-6, 6-4.
Holtz. "I've watched the
Oilers lose there so I know it's
possible for the home team to
lose. That means it's not the
dressing rooms that make the
difference. I haven't seen
PARIS, TN.
Houston lose there often,
though.
Have the time of your life, come in browse, compare
"And Houston is playing like
it was supposed to when
Low, Low Wholesale Prices
everyone picked them to win
the league. Their defense
I
Manufactured locally and sold nationwide. At our factory outlet store
dominates the game and their
offense controls the ball. They
you get quality, plus the benefit of wholesale prices. Many new styles to
move the line of scrimmage to
choose from. Quality high fired lamps from $8.00 to $53.00 includes
wherever they want it. If the
ball is on the 50 and they want
shades, imported brass and wood lamps, ceiling fixtures, swags, picit on your 37 they just move it
there. It reminds me of riot
tures, wicker and hundreds of replacement shades.
control where the police push
the crowd back.Three other members of the
Associated Press Top Twenty
also will be in action tonight —
fourth-ranked Notre Dame at
Arizona, No. 5 Georgia at Kentucky and No. 19 Brigham
Young at Hawaii.

CAI
mate

13

OOMPH! — .Todd County quarterback Calvin Naylor just got rid of the ball before
being popped by Murray High's Craig Crawford.

Reawakening May Have Hit Indiana Pacers

Mel Purcell Advances
To Open Semifinals

FMAR4CEL FACTORY OUTLET STORE
I

4

Hwy 79 E. Lakewhy Shopping Center
Visa
Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Paris, Tn.
Master Charge
Sun. 1-5
901-642-8142

the Blazers shot a sizzling 57
percent on 52 of 91 from the
field.
However,Portland needed a
9-0opprt in the third period to
come from behnd.
Thompson, with 22 points,
and Natt, with 21 points and 10
rebounds, gave the Blazers, 33, an inside game that over,
whelmed the expansion
Mavericks, 2-6.
Cavaliers 126, Nets 112
Reserve Bill Robinzine, who

wound up with 10 points,
sparked a second-period 20-8
burst that put Cleveland on top
to stay and Randy Smith
scored a game-high 31 points
— 23 in the second half — in
the victory over New Jersey..
The Nets, 5-4, have lost
three of four games at home
this season. The Cavaliers are
now 3-6 after recording ther
first road victory.
Clippers 103, Jazz 100
Phil Smith, Swen Nater,

Southwest Co-Champs Square
Off Tonight In Astrodome
In the afternoon, top-rated
Alabama entertained No. 20
Southern Mississippi in the only pairing of Top Twenty
members. Meanwhile, runnerup Texas hosted Southern
third-ranked
Methodist,
UCLA visited California, No.6
Florida State was at Memphis
State, No. 7 North Carolina
hosted East Carolina, No. 9
Nebraska was at Colorado and
No. 10 Ohio State at Wisconsin.
Southern
Eighthranked
California and No. 14 South
Carolina are idle.
In the Second Ten, No. 11
Baylor is at Texas Christian,
No. 12 Pitt at Tennessee, No.
13 Penn State at West
Virginia, No. 16 Missouri at
Kansas State, No. 17
Oklahoma at Iowa State'and
Navy at No. 18 Washington.
Freshman Blair Kiel will
start at quarterback for Notre
Dame for the third straight
week when the Irish visit
Arizona. Kiel has yet to produce any glowing statistics 18
of 50 passes for 179 yards), but
he has led Notre Dame to victories over Miami, Fla., and
Army.
"I don't worry about Blair
Kiel's statistics any more than
Dallas Green does about Pete
Rose's batting average," says
Coach Dan Devine. "Rose
makes far more contributions
to his team that don't show up
on paper and Blair does the
same thing with us. He's still
only a freshman and we know
his throwing will improve
every week."
And despite Arizona's 2-3
record, Devine predicts Notre
Dame will "have a tough time
in Tucson, mark my word.
We've still got a Very young
team, this is the first time
we've played at night since
1977, and this is only the second time we've played away
from home his fall. And the
fans always seem to be more

fired up when Notre Dame
comes in for the first time."
Georgia, off to a 6-0 start for
the first time since 1971,
boasts the nation's seventhleading rusher in freshman
Herschel Walker, whose 283yard performance against
-Vanderbilt last week was the
best in the country this year,
as well as a school record.
"He simply runs over people," says Kentucky Coach
Fran Curci. "He was slowed
by an ankle injury in practice
about three weeks ago and only gained 44 yards against
Mississippi.

Freeman° Williams and rookie
forward Michael Brooks each
scored 20 points or more to
pace the Clippers.
Utah pulled to within 97-96
with three minutes remaining,
but Nater and Williams each
sank foul shots to boost the
Clippers' lead to 99-96. The
Jazz couldn't close the gap
again as San Diego, 2-4, ended
a fourgame losing streak.
Smith had 24 points, Nater
21 points and 19 rebounds,
Williams 22 points and Brooks
20 as the Clippers handed
Utah, 3-4, its second straight
loss.
Utah's Adrian Dantley, the
NBA scoring leader with a 33
point per game average, led
all scorers with 27.
Bulls 104, Bullets 96
Scott May scored 14 of his 16
points in the final period to
lead the Bulls.
Dwight Jones broke an 80-80 .
deadlock early in the final ,
quarter with a pair of layups
and May, a reserve forward.
staged his scoring blitz as the
Bulls held on for their third
victory in six games.
The staggering Bullets, who
lost for the fifth time in seven
games, trailed 92-81 with 5:31
remaining, came close, but
saw a trio of three-point attempts fail in the waning
seconds.
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HALLOWEEN
"Book ofTreats"
A great idea for your neighborhood
trick or treaters. 10 coupons
per book,redeemable fora free
children's schooner retail valut $1.00.
Offer good only with
adult meal purchase.
One-coupon per child. Children
• 12 and under.
Expires November 30th.
Now available at Captain D's.

La.
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Crittenden County Prevails 29-6

Lakers Again Drop Early Lead, Game

Times

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
•
MARION, Ky.- Once again
last night, Calloway County
seized an early lead but did
not have enough left this time
to hold off Crittenden County,
which won its Homecoming
game over the Lakers, 29-6.
Led by the driving runs of
tailback Tommy Workman,
who had his best game of the
season with 115 yards, the
Lakers mixed up their plays to
go 84 yards for their only
touchdown and grab a 6-0 lead
with 3:29 left in the first half.
Crittenden County had its
running game,led by halfback
Jeff Marrett, moving early as
it took the ball deep into Laker
territory before fumbling once
at the 24-yard line and again at.
the six.
When the Lakers did get
their offense cranked,p, they
did it with one of their most explosive plays of the season.
On a play that Calloway
County coach Sam Harp said
could be used only once to
have the right effect, Craig
Darnell took the ball on a
reverse and was sprung on a
block by Tony Hendon to go 47
yards to the Crittendon 33yard line.
After Rusty McKenzie picked up three tough yards,

CALLO WAY SCORE - Guard Rodney Hounshell (69) pounced on a fumble of teammate Tommy Workman in the end zone Friday to register the takers only score.

Ohioan Battles To Buy Sox
By JAM} LITRE

advantage of every opening,"
said Veeck. "It was
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO(AP)- Despite re- unreasonable and unfair, and I
jection by American League don't know what the problem
owners, Ohio multimillionaire
was with Mr. DeBartolo."
Edward J. DeBartolo Sr. hirs
vowed to continue his battle to
purchase the Chicago White Sox.
"I don't think that the vote is
such a big disappointment,"
DeBartolo said Friday following
a meeting of Al. owners."We're
going to pursue this. We'll take it
to the next meeting of the league
UNIONDALE, N.Y.( AP)owners and then we'll be ready
to approach it in a much More Gerry Cooney was trying to
get loosened up when the fight
positive way."
And White Sox President Bill ended and the Long Island,
Veeck, who appeared alongside Irishman found himself right
DeBartolo at a hastily arranged in the middle of the
news conference following the heavyweight championship
vote, added,"The whole thing is picture.
"I was just getting loosened
weird."
"We have certain things that up," said the unbeaten Cooney
we can do and we intend to take ,Friday night. I was trying to

Added Charles 0. Finley, who
retained the Oakland A's vote
despite his recent sale of the
club, "1 think it (the vote) was
ridiculous. Period."

Cooney Gets Loose
In Sending Ron Lyle To
Canvas In First Round
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Sports In Brief

TENNIS
VIENNA, Austria AP -- Brian Gottfried beat Austrian veteran Hans Kary 61, 6-2 to advance to the semifinals of the
1100,000 Tennis Grand Prix.
In other action, Hungarian Balazs
Taroczy subdued Czechoslovakian
• Tomas Smid 3-6. 6-4.6-3; Yannick Noah
of France beat Ray Moore of South
Africa 6-2, 6-2; and Trey Waltke upset
Rolf Gehring of West Germany 8-2,12
MELBOURNE t API - Fritz Hoehnmg advanced to the semifinals of the
1125,000 Hortico Indoor Tournament
with a 6-4. 6-4 victory over Johan Kriek
of South Africa.

UK To Get No Relief,
Faces Ranked Georgia

_
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Car Dealers Association
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

make the jab work when I saw
an opening and 1 just dug my
left hook into his body and just
kept it there,".
That, left hook knocked
veteran Ron Lyle through the
ropes and onto the ring apron,
where he was counted out at
2:49 of first round of a scheduled 10-rounder at the Nassau
Coliseum.
Jones and • the other
manager, Dennis Rappoport,
said they have had offers to
fight WBC champion Larry
Holmes and the winner of today's WBA title match in
South Africa between champion Mike Weaver and South
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Curci said.
African challenger Gerrie
Walker thus far has romped
The University of Kentucky's
Coetzee.
battered football team gets no or 74§ yards akaverage of
donl...care-who- we
relief tonight. The Wildcats 124.3 per- game - with -eight '- fight," Sid--11-ariFmpoff.
take on unbeaten Georgia in touchdowns. He crashed 16
"We're going to look at all the
Commonwealth Stadium and yards through the middle of . facts,see what the best offer is
the Bulldogs are flying high the line to score, standing up, and make a deal in best inwith the No. 5 national rank- the fourth-quarter touchdown
terests of Gerry Cooney.
that beat Tennessee 16-15 in
ing.
• Cooney said he would not
Knoxville.
like to fight in South Africa
Kentucky,2-4 overall and 0-2
Kentucky dropped a 17-10
and Rappoport said,"we have
in the SEC, is struggling to decision last week to Louino qualms about fighting the
shore up a patchwork offen- siana State when the Tigers
fighter (Coetzee ). We have
sive unit but Georgia is taking drove 80 yards in the final
serious reservations about
dead aim on the SEC title.
seven minutes for the winning
fighting in South Africa. I feel
The Bulldogs are 6-0 overall score. The Wildcats, mean- strongly
that we wouldn't go."
and tied for the conference while, got inside the ISU 20The victory was Cooney's
lead at 3-0. Georgia and top- yardline four times without
24th in as many fights and his
ranked Alabama do not meet scoring.
21st knockout, and it was a big
in the regular season.
"There was a time we didn't
one for him because it came in
Georgia Coach Vince Dooley deserve to be on the same field
front of the home folks. A
boasts a secondary that has as LSU, but I honestly think
crowd of about 10,000 showed
picked off 14 interceptions this we were the better team
up and screamed his name
season, an offensive unit that Saturday night," Curd said. from the time he started down
has rung up 22 touchdowns "We just couldn't score..,
the aisle to the ring until he
and a defense that has yielded
"We've got to be realistic.
left.
just six touchdowns while for- Georgia is capable of beating
"I love this feeling," said
cing 24-turnovers.
us by 10 points wiThout quesCooney. 910
-Ve whaThappenGeorgia's big gun is tailback tion. But we didn't quit against
ed tonight. There's no feeling
Herschel Walker, probably 1SU and we do have a chance
like it.
the most touted freshman of beating Georgia."
The loss for Lyle, who
since Tony Dorsett burst on
If that happens, it will be onweighed 211, probably
the national scene at Pitt- ly Kentucky's third victory
eliminated the Denver fighter
sburgh.
against Georgia - and the
as a serious factor in the
Wildcat Coach Fran Curdi first in Lexington - since the
heavyweight. division. His
called Walker "the No. 1 back Wildcats prevailed 28-10 in
record is now 40-7-1. One of the
in America ... who just hap- 1965. Kentucky twice defeated
other losses came when he
pens to be a freshman."
Georgia in Athens during the
was stopped by Muhammad
"A kid like him comes 1970s - a 12-7 shocker in 1973
Ali in the 11th round in a title
around once every 10 years," and a 33-0 thrashing in 1977.
bid in 1975.

*NOTICE*

The Dinner Is At 8:00 p.m.
Meeting At 9:00 p.m.
Members and Anyone Interested
In Betorning'A men-lb& Are
URGED TO ATTEND
.

:EST COPY AVAILABLE

quarterback John Farris, who
was replacing the injured Tim
Brown, methodically hit Mike
Holloway down the right side
for a 15-yard pickup to the 10yard line.
After Workman broke clean
for eight yards to the one, he
tried again only to have the
ball popped loose and pounced
on in the end zone by guard
Rodney Hounshell.
The Laker lead, as it has
been for over half its games
this year, was short-lived as
Crittenden took the very next
drive and struck back.
The key plays were passes
from Crittenden quarterback
Turner Martin, who first
found end Glenn Jones 15
yards downfield before Jones
did the rest for 40 yards to the
Calloway 26-yard line.'
On the next play, Martin
overthrew
end
Eric
Shewcraft, but pass interference was called on
BREAKING AWAY - I ommy Workman (26) breaks away on one his many gainers of•
Darnell. In two more plays,
the night. Workman contributed 117yards rushing for Calloway County.
Marrett drove the final four
Staff Photos By David Hibbills
yards and then added a two
- seconds gone in the half.
ed considerable poise for his us, they had the offense to conpoint conversion to give CritWhen Martin hit Shewcraft
starter, the trol the ball.
tenden an 8-6 halftime lead.
for the two points, the Lakers first game as a
Laker offense was only able to
"We played a real good
Marrett, who rushed for 142 were suddenly playing a
difmove the ball so far.
•
game in the first half, but it
yards during the game,did not ferent game of trying to
make
Meanwhile, Marrett scored' came back to the same thing
take long to break the game up a cumbersome deficit.
touchdowns, the .7 we lacked the depth. We did
open, breaking a tackle at the
Although Workman con- two more
line and picking up speed as he tinued to pound out five-to-10 first coming on a 51-yard not give John Farrisi the
rambled 75 yards with only 44 yards a shot and Farris show- screen pass from Martin and time to throw the ball.
the last coming on an 11-yard ."I just hope the kids keep
run around left end with only the faith in what we are trying
16 seconds left in the game.
to do. Even though we have
After the game, Harp refus- not had that good a won-lost
cd to believe that the Calloway record, I am really impressed
program Was not still on the with how much everybody is
upswing after a game in which behind the kids.
it-did not make a single tur"We just have to be patient:
nover and continued to put up Shortly, it's going to be the
-its
interibr
of
a wall in the
Aar of the Laker.
Dianne Fromholtz 6-4. 7-5 to qualify for
Joining Buelnut., 111 the semifinal
defensive front,
"We are scoring every
the senufinals of the 1125.0U0 Dia hatsu
were Vitas Gerulaitis, who beat
T- 'Tommy ( Workman) did a game. We just have. to keep
Challenge tournament
Australian Paul McNamee 6-2, 6-3; Fer'In
alter
matches,
Chris
Evert
1Joyd
di Taygan. at 6-3, 7-5 victor over Kim
super job for us," Harp said. putting points on the board.
topped Virginia Ruder of Ronrania, 4-6,
Warwick of Australia; and Peter
"He ran'the ball better than We moved the ball real well
6-4. 6-2; and Sylvia Hanika of West GerMcNamara, who scored a 6.3.6-3 victory
many beat liana Mandlikma of
anybody has for us this year. I between the 30-yard lines, but
over Tim Gullikson.
Czechoslovakia,6-3. 6-4
JAKARTA, Indonesia i API - lie
cannot say enough for Tom- we could not punch it in.".
GYMNASTICS
Nastase of Romania trounced John
my.
TORONTO AP - Bogdan Makin
_ Calloway put together 212
Austin 6-2, E4.and Pairce Dominguez of
the Soviet Union won the men's allPrance stoWded-MartY RieSsen 6-1, 6-1 in
-Tonight, the line did a good' yards in total offense last
1980
around
World
event
Cup
at
gorg•
the
the sernifinalt of the 136,000 Milo Classic
job.
night .while Crittenden had
nastic competition
BRIGHTON, England AP - DefenMakuz performed Hist on the horizon"Their quarterback t Mar- 402.
ding champion Martina Navratilova
.
tal bar and in the floor program. scoring
downed Barbara Potter 7-6, 6-1; while
tin is good. He is going to go
Farris threw four times and
a total of 58 60 points
Greer Stevens of South Africa ousted
somewhere among the col- had two completions for 24
James Hartung of the United States
finished 11th with 5766
lege teams. I am -just -sorry yanis- while Martin had nine
GOLF
he is not a senior.
completions in 17 attempts for
CHIBA. Japan 'A,?'- Koji Nakailma
of Japan fired a 5-under-par 67 for a 139
-I knew if they got on top of an astounding 226 yards.

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American Lesigrie
NEW YORK YANKEES t %hied DOD
Gulled, pitcher,for the purticsidlidrig
—lim
his unconditional release Sent Roger Holt
utelder. to the Texas Rangers for a player
to be named later and cash considerations
Designated Marshall Brant, End baseman.
and Fred Stanley. infielder. for assagrirnent
Avowed Brian Doyle,uthekter. to Colurnbcs
of the International league Added Andy
McGalligan, Gene Nelson, Brian Ryder and
Greg Crithran. pitchers, Juan aspirin catcher, Steve Balboni, first baseman; and Pat
Tabler,infielder, to their 40man roster
National league
AT1-ANTA BRAVES - Added Matt
Solaro, catcher, Albert Hall and Rufino
!Andes, ottfielders, Gerald Perry, first ,
baseman, and Feld Pettaway and sieve
Bedrosian, pitchers, to the 40-man raster
Assigned Chico Ruiz, infielder; Bo
Mdaroadd pitcher, and Gary Cooper and
Joe Cowley, outfielders, to Richmond of Dr
International league
NEW YORK MEIS - Asvgned the sonnets of Iran Noonan, outhekler, Phil
Mankowslu. Marro Ramirez and Kelvin
(bagman mfieklers, and lass Rosado, catcher, outright to Tidewater of the International League.Added Dave Van Olden and
Tom Thurberg, pitchers. Brian Odes, usfielders, and Mike Howard and Seriao
Better, outfielders, to their 40-man roster
ST LOUIS CARDINALS - Named
Whitey Herzog manager and general
udnager. Natural -lov Mildnalil executive
asastant
BASKETBALL
Natioad Basketball Asmoddloo
AT1ANTA HAWKS
Raced Steve

NBA
Standings
By The Adoclated Press
Eastern Cookreore
Atbarille Whim
L
Pet GB
W
New York
4
1
.800
Philadelphia
4
2
.067
Boston
.5C0
Pz
3
3
New Jersey
5
444
2
1
Washington
2
5
386
Central Nekton
5
Indiana
2
714
Milwaukee
5
2
7 1 4
1
Atranta
2
667
'2
("wadi
500
1'2
3
3
Cleveland
6
.333
3
3
5
etott
7
.009
0
Western DarkroomhIldsied Divides
San Antonio
857
6
1
3
3
Houston
4
429
3
Utah
4
429
Kansas City
3,2
3
5
275
2
Denver
4
5
2116
2
Dallas
6
250
Pacific Whim
6
Phoenix
1
$57
157
6
I AS Angeles
I
4
Golden State
3
571
2
3
Portland
3
500
3
Seattle
5
.275
3'r
2
San Diego
4
3'2
333
Friday's GOMM
Cleviiaml 15, Ness Jersey 112
Indiana 104, Atlanta 97
thisago 101 Washington 9fi
Phoenix 117, Denver 94
San Diego 101 Utah 100
Ins Angeles 101, Seattle 98
Portland 17D, Dallas 105
Saturday's Games
Philadelplua at Atlanta
Endued at leveland
New Jerwy at New York
Boston d Wiphington
Denver at Kansas (Sty
Detnot at Mutton
Clamor at Milwaukee
I IS Angeles at Utah
San Antonio at San Diego
Odds at Golden State
Phnom at Seattle
Ikedny's Games
%ptomain at Milwaukee
San Antonio at I As Aniairs
Portland at Seattle
Midday's Cameo
No gaud.scheduled

.

Hawes, scutertorwani, in the mated lid
Activated Wayne Hoilms. center Womeris
Pridesslonal Basketball League
DAL1AS DIAMONI5 - Signed Cathy
McCludy and Rosalind Jennings
NEW JERSEY GEMS - Traded Donna
Simms.forward, to the Minnesota Fillies for
a 10th round 1981M-tilt dove
ST LOUIS STREAK - Asuured Mane
Rife) forward, from the Minnesota Fillies
for an undisnimed draft shine
FtIOTBALL
friadian Football League
TORONTO ARGONAUTS - Signed
Elliott Walker. rituung back
HOCKEY
National Hockey league
CALGARY El AMES - Released Deem
Subribk, center liscassomed Eat (riga,
field, left wing,to Birmingham ii the Central
Hockey League
WI ORALS)ROCKIES Annourxed thu
retirement at Gary Clutoou, left wing.
LOS ANGELES KINGS - Assigned Rob
Palmer,gleferreman,and Steve Carlson,forward, to Itsiston of the Central Halsey
league %hid Dan Bond, renter. to a
multi-)ear ootract

total to take the second round lead in the
1143350 Bridgestone Golf Tournament
Al 140 were Akira _Yabe and /tides,
••
Ishu. who recorded second-ruun I
of 70 and 73. respectively.
ADELAIDE, Australia AP
Shaw frreta 5-Under WETor a 139 t..I
and a twostroke lead over Billie Do,.
after two rounds of the 875,000 V,.
lakes Classic
,
BASEBALL
CHICAGO 'AP, - American Lea,
baseball team owners voted to deny 7'
bid of Ohio muttimjttionaire Edwar.,
DeBartolo Sr to buy the Chicago i%
Sox
Eight owners voted in favor of I h
loin's bid and six voted against •
ed 10 affirmative votes to is „oq
of the sale
,
EQUESTRIAN
NEW YORK ,AP -- la,, Milli.;
Canada. riding Arinka, won the sin •
special Jumping competition on the It'
day of the fourday Equine Oly moo Aqueduct
Carol Thompson of Colt's Neck, Is
finished second. followed by Barn
Ward of Rs.. IsV

Prep Football Scores

By The Associated Press
Friday Scores
Ashland 11, Portsmouth, Ohio()
Barren Co 11 Ca verna 12
Belfry 21.,.Russell 6
Bellevue 11, Ludlow 0
Bowling Green 17, Hopkinsville 0
Breathitt Co 25, Estill Co 0
Bullitt Cent 4. Marion Co 0
Campbellsville 21. Clinton Co 0
Carroll Co 31, Bath Co0
Cawood 27, Clay Co 7
Clark Co 21, Franklin Co 10
Corbin 13, Knox Central 6
Crittenden Con,CALLOWAY CO 6
Danville 7. Montgomery Co0
Daviess Co 12, Ohio Co0
East Carter 34, Levis Co0
East Hardin 13, Grayson Co 12
Edmonson Co n. Adair Co 3
Erlanger Lloyd 12, Campbell Co 6
Fleming Co 28, Maysville 0
Fldmng-Neon 54, Virgie 12
Fort l'ampbe1113,Caldwell('n0
Fort Thomas Highland-s'19. Covington
Holmes 0
F•ran kfort 26, Trimble('u8
Fulton City 13, Dresden,Tenn.12
Fulton l'o 21, Greenfield 14.
Gandliel 8, Metcalfe Co
Glasgow 27, Franklm-Simpson 0
Harrodsburg 25, Berea 7
Jeffersontown 9, Lou Central 7
Jenkins 30. Wheelwright 28
Johnson Central 8, Bourbon Co0
Lawrence Co 32, Betsy I ayne 26
LaRue(
.0 23, Taylor Co 14
Leslie Co 42, Hazard 21
lex Henry Clay 39. N Hardin 0
Len ladayette 41. G recoup l'o 6
Lincoln Co 31, Boyle Co 15
lone Jack 14.1.) nn Camp 8
Lowe Oak 14,Illetrowalis. III. 9
Lou DeSales 17, Lou Male 6
1.0U Durrett 6,lou'
,
deflate 0
too Fern Creek 14, I ou Seneca 0
I AM Iroquois 41, I ou Atherton 2
I ou Moore 10.'nu Western 0
Icor Ms Ridge Park 21. Lou Valley 7
1 ou SI Xavier 14, 1 ou Manual 0
I ou Southern 28. I ou Stuart 0
1 ou Westport 26, limo Thomas Jefferson 0
Mclean Co 20, lieidland 11
Madison Cent 26, Jessamine Co 12
Madisonville 30. Wetatter Co 0
Marshall Co 27, Christian to 11
Mason Co 23. Fairview 13
Mayfield *Heath
Meade Co 14, fireckinodge Co0
Mercer Co 12, Rockcast le Co 8
Middlesbaro3D. Plnrvillefl
Morgan Co 5,EvarLs6
Marta,
Todd Ceatral•
Nelson Co 12, Frankfort W
fi
Newport Catholic 6. Laurel COO
N Bullitt 7, Elizabethtown 6
Owen Co 26, Hancock Col
Owensboro 21. Owensboro Catholii 11
Padsreak Tilghman 36, Warren feudal
7
Pans 24, Nicholas Co 0
Phelps 11, Elkhorn City 16

n.

HIGH
VOLTAGE
Electricity naturally flows to ground through anything
that will conduct or carry current.

Pikeville If, Prestonsburg 14
Rich Madison 19, Paintsville
Rowan Co 33. West Carter 0
Russell Co 48. Casey ('oh
14, Trigg Co 7
Scott Co 14, le. x Bryan Statron 0
Shelby Con,lex Tates('reek 6
Tomplunsolle 25. Allen Co0
Union Co 18, Henderson Co ,
Warren East 21, Butler Co6
Wayne Co 12. Somerset 6
West Hardin 14, Hart Co 0
Whitesburg 13, Cumberland 8
Williamsburg, 20 !tell Co 0
C012
Woodford t .8

You are a good conductor of electricity.
To prevent your contacting electric lines, your power
-distributor -spends thousands-of dollars each year
placing them out of normal reach. But under certain
conditions, they can still be dangerous. Don't
carelessly or unknowingly touch one. Learn how to live
safely around power lines. A few minutes spent learning the facts could save you from serious injury or
even death.

NHL
Standings
By The ts...dted Pnss
Campbell i old-repo.
Patrols Dotson
11 I. 1 GI GA
3 2 3 'Al LB9
N Y Islander,
4 3 0 24 23 8
Phdadelphia
13228288
„
(Atlas
Washington
3- 3
19 7
N Y Rangers
2 5 0 21 XI 4
Smythe Division
Itt
'T
5 .2St Ina,
10
Vaniouser
5 3 0
thaw°
1 3 1 213 31 9
3 3 1 22 23
Colorado
2 4 1 22 15 5
Edmonton
1
Walloper
3 1 19 22 3
Wok's congenial.
Nooks Dhisisa•
4 1 0 24 12
las Angels,.
:t 2 2 27 27 8
Hardin'
3 4 0 38 34 6
Pittatorgh
2 4 I 2430 5
Montreal
1 5 0 19 31 2
Detroit
Adorns Division
6 1 0 3027 12
Toronto
Minn,sola
4 1 1 VS 9
3 2 1 21 17
Buffalo
2 6 0 19 24
1 4 2 25 35
•
Friday's Carnes
sit sus 3. Washington 2
Mnnesola 4. Edmonton 2
Vanyouirr 3. Kahn 2
Satswdey's Games
NY Hangers at Detnn
Quebec at Hartford
Buffalo at Montroil
11dadelphia at NY bdanikr
Calgars at Pitbastial
Winnipeg at
Washington at SI I outs
,11acagDer
Toronto at Isw Angeles
NY Wanders at Buffalo
Barnard at Phdacklphia
Detroit at NY Rangers
Quebec at Rood°
Huston at Winnipeg
1 sat Angele: at Kilmorton
Toronto at Vanrciuvm
(imes
parrs mrherluIrd

Never install a T'V or radio antenna within falling
distance of a power line. If you have such an installation, move it to a safer location. Ask your power
distributor for help.

8.

Murray Electric
System
401 Ohre

r

I

DANGER

•

t s

753-0312

•
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Fins at Feathers
is
Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

Improve Your Hunting

••1114111.11•••••••••••....•

lansey Morganti, Murray, took this 80 pound doe while hunting in the LBL Sunday.

'Cooking Is Part Of The Sport'
"Cooking is part of the
sport, the adventure and the
skill of boating and camping,"
declares Janet' Groene as a
new edition of her classic
Cooking on the Go comes on
the market. Groene, who lived
aboard a small sailboat for ten
years in the Caribbean, has
also lived for months at a time
in a recreational vehicle. With
her husband she has boated
and camped all over the

Shooting Hours
For Duck Season
One-half hour before sunrise
' until sunset prevailing time.
DAY
SET
RISE
NOVEMBER
00
6:4J
4:42
27
6,48
- 4:42
28
649
4:41
29
4:41
6:49
4:50
30
4:41
DECEMBER
6:57
4:40
8
4:40
6:58
9
4:40
6,58
10
440
6:59
11
4:40
700
12
4:41
7:01
13
702
4:41
14
7:02
4:41
15
7103
4:41
It
764
4:427414
17
4:42
18
7704
4:42
18
4:43
705
7:06
20
4:43
21
7:06
4:43
7:06
ZZ
4:43
7:07
23
4:44
7:0,8
24
4:45
25
- 4:46
7:08
26
4:46
7:08
27
4:47
7:09
28
7:09
4:48
7:10
29
4:49
30
4:49
7:10
31
7:10
4:50
JANUARY
4:51
L104:52
7:11
rts
4:53
7:11
5
7:11
4:54
6
4:55
7:11
4,56
7
7:11
8
7:11
4:57
9
7:11
4:58
10
4:59
7:11
7 10
11
5:"
12
7.10
s•oi
5:02
7:10
13
7:10
14
5:43
15
7:10
5:04
5409
7:09
16
7,09
17
18
5:07
709
5,0s
19
7:08
7 00
20
5:04

Remington Farms and,
thousands of other landowners
have spent a lot' of time and
money this year in various
conservation practices. Some
of these practices have provided for better nesting cover,
some will provide more feed
during the upcoming winter
months and some may add to
the landowners' pleasure of
watching birds by providing
resting areas for migratory
species. Now that fall is here,
many of these folks hope to
benefit from their efforts with
improved hunting.
Through practical studies of
hunting -clubs and experience
at Remington Arms Company's Wildlife Management
Demonstration
Area in
Maryland, Remington's
managers suggest other
techniques that can improve
the quality of hunting for most
folks:
1.) Do not hunt the same
tract of land or farm for
waterfowl everyday.
2.) Set a certain hour in
which all shooting on a certain
area will stop.
3:) Limit the number of
shooters in an area.
4.) Make sure everything
you shoot at is in range.
5.) Use trained dogs for finding game and for retrieving
downed birds.

FRANI
Fishing i
several
black bas
jor lakes
compiled
ment of F:
Buckho
\ over sub
feet); biu
points; bl,
- on crank
beds; cat
trotlines I
falling, 4
pool and 6
Barren:
trolling (
trailers im
fair to go

adhered to stringently many
of these common sense practices can not only improve the quality of the hunt but in many
cases increase the amount.of
shooting one can have.

Fishing Weekend
Oct. 31-Nov. 2
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Lake Cumberland State
Resort Park Fishing
Unlimited weekend will be
held Oct. 31 through Nov. 2.
There will be fishing equipment demonstrations by factory representatives, safety
progrims on water use and
lure displays, and trophies for
the largest bass, crappie,
other fish, string of bass and
string of crappie.

L. J. Hendon, right, first district director el Kentucky Bass Federation, accepts a check
for $100 from Mike Baker, president of the Murray Bass Club, to be given to the Bass
Research Foundation. The money was part of the proceeds taken at the Murray Bass Club
I fish fry.
photo By Mary Barri.,

The Duck Call
By Charlie MeKenney

The time is drawing near for truck. If any of these items inStation in Almo.
so if you miss it you will have
the annual "Night for the terest you call a friend and
world, and now she writes for
Most D. U. members have to wait until next year.
1 small onion, minced
Ducks"
banquet.
Most
of
the
come on out to the Jaycee
sport men who have no ovens
tickets with them all the time
1 one-pound can tomatoes
I hope to see you at the ban- ,
preparations have been made Center and have a big time.
or refrigeration.
so maybe you could see Neil quet and bring lots of money
8-oz. package process
by
the
banquet
committee
and
, •
Don't forget two shotguns Thompson, Eddie Rollins, the
"My book has no ugly sur- cheese*
ducks need it so they can
all they need are people to at- Will be given away, one to a
prises, like recipes that'start
Terry Yarborough, Brent Hat- continue to bring you all that
1 or 2eggs
tend.
greenwing. Greenwings in cher, Vernon Anderson and
out with canned chunk chicken
6.) Take time to enjoy the
hunting pleasure.
•
Don't let Nov. 15th creep up case you don't know are girls
and then ask you to add frozen
beauty and wonders of nature.
Charlie McKenney.
MAY ALL YOUR
Heat the tomatoes, onion,
broccoli and bake it all at 350
7.) Take a youngster hun- on You without buying your or boys age 16 or under so kids
The Ducks Unlimited BanHUNTING BE SAFE
ticket. This is on Saturday tell your mom and dad that
degrees,- Janet promises. and shredded beef and sim- ting.
quet only happens once a year
AND ENJOYABLE minutes.
1'We lived for months in spots mer, covered, five
All these suggestions are night, the meal will be provid- you want to attend this years
where there were no stores. I Grate cheese if using cheddar. presently being used by ed so why not make this your Ducks Unlimited Banquet.
had to make all our bread and Cut process cheese into cubes. various clubs or individuals. If Saturday night on the town. Doors open at 6:00 and the
pastries, and atop my Primus Or substitute a jar of Cheez used wisely and in some cases You certainly don't have to be auction goes on until all items
a duck hunter to attend. There are sold.
stove. My methods work for Wiz or a can of cheese soup.
will be good food, good conversportsmen, for sailors, and Take the tomato mixture off
Last year we were just a few
sation,slot of door prizes, and dollars short of the $10,000.00
even for students and singles the burner and add cheese.
One of the growing pro- cedure: 1) Make a call well
boil,
to
a
do
not
again,
but
chance
Heat
to
buy
some
great
who live in dorms or tiny
, mark. All the members Of the blems hunters are faced with ahead of the hunting
season
Remove
from
cheese.
melt
the
wildlife
art
at
auction.
Of
apartments."
•
local Ducks Unlimited is the increase of "No Hun- and assure the farmer you are
course art prints are not the Chapter are working herd to
Since all recipes in Part One heat and _quickly stir in the
ting" signs around our nation. both an ethical hunter and i
only items auctioned off.
of the book are made within- eggs until they set. Serve over
-top -$10,000.00 this year, we And it's indicative that reliable person; 2) respect the
There will be shotguns, han- need your help - the ducks
gredients. that can be stored toast, pancakes, Chinese
farmers, and landowners, are property you hunt on by closdguns, hunting trips, hand need your help.
for weeks, the book is also a noodles, or rice.
becoming disenchanted with ing gates, leaving no trash like
made hunting knives, ( by
find for outdoorsmen who
Here's the list of places to those who would use and shell boxes or lunch leftovers;
'Brands such as Velveeta
Sammy
Todd
and
John
pack into a hunt or fish camp need no
buy a ticket.
abuse their lands, observe the 3) do not fire guns close to
refrigeration.
Budgen) and tires for your
for the season. Groene tells
Tom Rushing at the Bank of folks at Daisy Airguns.
homes; 4 when you leave,
how to make and maintain
Murray, Jr. Pitman at Hook's
But, these signs are not in- stop and offer to share your
your own sourdough in place
Tires, Wheels and Acc. Dan dicative that all hunters are bag with the farmer; 5)
of yeast, and how to make and
Gardner at D and W Auto Sup- not welcome. Just those who remember your farmer host
use yogurt. She also lists
ply, Carlos Black at Black's do not observe the ethics of a at Christmas,and drop in for a
sources for unusual foods such
Decorating Center, Don true hunter. And the majority visit during the year.
as hams which need no
Gilbert at the Triangle Inn, of farmers who post their land
Well, another hunting
refrigeration, and freezeGene Starks at Starks Con- have said, in answer to a season is just ahead. Are you
dried sausage and cottage
crete, Rick McGee or Jerry survey, they would allow just going to think about it, or
cheese.
McConnell at Big Macs Spor- sportsmen to hunt if they ask get in your car and call on
Part Two of Cooking on the
ting Goods, and Joe Wayne permission.
some farmers? Now is the
Go covers special needs such
Thweatt in Thweatt's Service
Here is a reliable pro- time, reminds Daisy!
as boat camping, heavy
weather and race cooking,and
Holland
complete bake-take meals.
One chapter gives recipes for
foods which can be made at
home in advance of a very
long voyage or trek. Included
is a-recipe for a frudeako that
keeps for up to 25 years.
Cooking on the Go (Sail
Books/W.W. Norton) is
available in book stores or can
be ordered by mail for $13.50
ppd. from Botebooks, Box 248
DeLeon Springs FL 32028. A
sample, no-oven main dish
More ducks for America. Join Ducks Unlimited.
recipe from the book follows:
Murray-Calloway Co. Banquet
Shipped Beef
Randy Lee, Dexter, took this 7 point buck Thursday, Oct. 23, while bewhunting in the
November 15 1980 — Jo cee Center
2'2 oz. jar dried chipped
LBL. Lee's deer field d
d at 132 pound.
beef

'No Hunting'

Aft,"

NEM

I was ri
Saturday,
had risen
knew we I
rain Fridi
for that.
It didn't
bass or cri
it helped
more than
I found :
(shallow ),

WANTED

Lamle
en.*riot

smemeastmeismaissonsammatiodirsikimilift

Storey's

appy Holiday Travel/Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McCLURE
GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 Cost our of Murray for 2 ro/les Turn rIght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 macs post Bonner 's Grocery
blacktop /nto PanorarnaPancl follow blacktop

Food Giant°
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Take

to your ',VII

Telephone 502-436-5483

Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone
502-753-5693

AINISOMNOWNINIMINNINIONIVIONINAMMOM1054180111M0.4::
Ss,

(?)

On Ledbetter Cre4 at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina

1
1
1
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
1
1
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
1
1
1 Rentats- Guide Service-CoVered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
1
Rt. 1 Hardin

(S02 474-2245 or 474-2211,ext. 171

1
11
1
1

`1b

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

(Johnson
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
Highway .94 East.

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

T

... I

li.carti•ines

NOUS

OUTIBOAR05

Darnell Marine Sales

1
Hw,641 South

via

s. sr Ns,

NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS MOTORS ACCESSORIES MARINE SUPPLIES

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
#410 N 4th
7534179

[
—BEST COPY AVP
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Fishing is fair to good for
several species, including
black bass,on Kentucky's major lakes. The rundown, as
compiled by the state Department of Fish and Wildlife:
Buckhorn: Crappie good
over submerged cover (12
feet); bluegill good off rocky
points; black bass fair to good
on crank baits over weed
beds; catfish fair to good on
trotlines with cut bait; clear,
falling, 4 feet below summer
pool and 66 degrees.
Barren: White bass good
trolling deep runners with
trailers over flats; black bass
fair to good on spinner baits
on, accepts a cheek
given to the Boss
Murray Bass Club

GUN
SAFETY.
IT'S UP
TO YOU!

Photo My Mary Barrow

u miss it you will have
until next year.
to see you at the band bring lots of money
ks need it so they can
e to bring you all that
pleasure.
lAY ALL YOUR
'NTING BE SAFE
CD ENJOYABLE

and buzz baits in inlets and
bays; crappie fair over
submerged cover (8-10 feet);
clear, falling, 4 feet below pool
and 66 degrees.
Cumberland: Crappie fair
to good drifting minnows near
the heads of tributaries; black
and white bass, rockfish and
walleye fair to good on the
lower lake trolling deep runners off main lake points and
in upper creeks; white and
black bass and walleye fair on
the upper lake trolling deep
runners over main channel
near the heads of tributaries;
in tailwaters, trout good with
scattered limits; clear, falling, 43 feet below the

;

1) Make a call well
of the hunting season
ure the farmer you are
ethical hunter and
person; 2) respect the.
y you hunt on by clos.s, leaving no trash like
xes or lunch leftovers;
lot fire guns close to
4 when you leave,
d offer to share your
ith the farmer; 5)
uer your farmer host
tznas,and drop in for a i
-ing the year.
another hunting :
,s just ahead. Are you
zg to think about it, or
Jour car and call on
urmers? Now is the
minds Daisy!

I was really surprised last
Saturday,to find the lake level
had risen a foot or more! I
knew we had an awful lot of
rain Friday, but not enough
for that.
It didn't seem to bother the
bass or crappie,in fact, I think
it helped crapping fishing
more than usual.
' I found several brush piles,
(shallow), that had some very

nice crappie holding in them
much like they do in the spring. We were casting small
shallow running rebels and the
crappie hit them just like a
bass.
Some of these areas also
held black bass and it was
great.
The water temperature is in
the 60's and slowly falling as
winter approaches. We have

mited
Lonnie G. Brittain holds a 28 pound yellow catfish be took
•o.trotline Friday, Oct. 10.

; Bait
ranteed

Never cross a fence,
tree or jump a ditchclimba with a
0 loaded gun.

8

Fishing line

Jerry Malipine

ing'

it CO.

timberline and 67 degrees.
Herrington: Black bass fair
to good on spinner baits early
and late on the upper lake and
by casting crank baits off
points and rocky banks; crappie fair over submerged
cover; clear, falling, 9 feet
below pool and 67 degrees.
Nolin: Black bass fair to
good on spinner baits and
crank baits in brushy inlets
and bays; crappie fair over
submerged cover; clear, falling, 5 feet below pool and 67
degrees.
Dale Hollow: Crappie fair to
good over submerged cover
(10-12 feet); white bass fair
trolling deep runners with

had some good frosts already
and this really cools things
down. I noticed the persim:
mon's were still a little green
and this was a real disappointment.
We were a little hungry and
had planned on making a meal
from nature's kitchen. After
discovering the persimmons
to be green we were unable to
talk normally for awhile. If
you have Over tried to eat a
green persimmon you know
what! mean.
There isn't really much
change in last weeks report
except the rise in elevation
and by now I am sure it has
fallen again. We may have
some dingy or even muddy
water in some areas but I
dop't expect it to affect the
fish.
The sauger and catfish moved into the shallows for a while
and were hitting lures thrown
for bass. I really expected
more and larger sauger to
move in sooner but I guess it
water
cooler
takes
temperatures than now.
We found a small cove that
had a shallow flat on one side,
with some stumps scattered
across its width. Several decent size black bass were in
thisarea feeding =shad minnows, so we throw topwater
prop and buzz-baits. We had
several good strikes but just
couldn't seem to hang on to
them.
It was very frustrating
because the daylight was
almost gone and we wanted to
end the trip with some fighting
action. Oh well, that's what
keeps us going back, right?
HAPPY FISHING

IIIKEZAND OUTDOORS

trailers off deep banks; clear.
falling, 7 feet below pool and
67 degrees.
I've hunted waterfowl from
Green: Crappie fair to good
over submerged tree tops; Maine to California, from
black, bass fair on artificial south Georgia to Alaska. I
nightcrawlers and buzz baits almost stepped on an alligator
off points and over dropoffs; while wading a TeX-as marsh. I
clear to murky, stable, 3 feet fell through the ice on Tennessee's frozen Big Sandy
below pool and 66 degrees.
Barkley: Crappie good over River. I've seen mile high ups
submerged cover and and well bottom downs, good
dropoffs; black bass slow on hunts and bad ones, but the
spinner baits and crank baits best action I've ever found is
off points and along shoreline; in a western corner of
in tailwaters, catfish good, Manitoba called The Pas. I
crappie fair; clear to murky, ventured there with partners
falling slowly, 4 feet below Philip Sumner and Don Buck
last September, and we enpool and 66 degrees.
Kentucky: Crappie fair over joyed a spectacle of waterfowl
dropoffs and around stickups; almost beyond description.
black bass fair on spinner That's why we decided to go
baits, crank baits and ar- back this year.
We shuffled some figures
tificial nightcrawlers off
points; catfish good in and decided we could cut our
tailwaters; clear, stable, 6 trip expenses in half if we
feet below pool and 68 degrees. drove to The Pas rather than
Laurel: Bluegill good in in- flew. Don Buck computed the
and
time,
lets and bays; clear, stable, 19 distance
feet below pool and 64 degrees. volunteered his Blazer and
Grayson: Crappie fair over outfitted the back with a matsubmerged cover; black bass tress so we could take turns
slow
on
artificial driving,riding and resting.
The drive was like I've
nightcrawlers off deep banks;
trout fair in tailwaters; clear, heard some mothers describe
falling slowly, 3 feet below childbirth. The only way you'd
do it again is if you forget what
pool and 65 degrees.
Cave Run: Musky fair on it's like the first time. We were
'buzz baits in timbered coves; in Don's truck for 34 solid
clear, falling, 41
/
2 feet below . hours, three men, two dogs,
mounds of duffel bags and gun
pool and 82 degrees.
Fishtrap: Crappie slow cases,a cooler of fried chicken
,around stickups; trout slow in and soda, magazines, blankets
tailwaters; clear, stable 10 and pillows. Trailering behind
feet below pool and 64 degrees. was Don's aluminum boat.
Dewey: Crappie slow Goose decoy heads peeped
around stickups and tree tops; over the edge of the hull.
The cities ticked by: St.
clear to murky, stable, 1 foot
Louis, Kansas City, Council
below pool and 64 degrees.
Rough River: Crappie slow Bluffs, Sioux City, Fargo. Day
on the south fork over turned to night, then back to
the while we lived
submerged cover; clear to day, and
murky, falling, 20 feet below a succession of miles and
truck 'stops and fitful rests in
pool and 65 degrees.
competition \vith
two
_ Labradors who wanted the
__same mattress.
Finally we crossed into
Canada, but we still had 11
hours of driving left.
The second night fell on us
as we approached The Pas,
OURAY, Colo. (AP) — and the only thing that kept us
Seventy-three-year-old hunter going was the thought of
Fran Kuboske wants his elk waiting beds at the M&M
• back.
Motel.
We arrived on Saturday
Kuboske said he was hunting near Quray on Mount night and dedicated the next
Hayden's Poughkeepsie Gulch day to resting and scouting.
over the weekend when he Steve Fugate of Lake City
shot a bull elk that had almost joined us that afternoon after
seven points' on its antlers. a roundabout flight from St.
Among hunters, any elk with Louis.
The second trip to a hunting
more than six points is considered to be "royal," he said. spot is always easier. We
knew our way around, had
But before Kuboske could some local acquaintances,.and
claim his booty, the elk slid already had a game plan as to
down the mountain and into a finding the action. I called a
mine shaft. He has hunted on biologist with the Manitoba
Mount Hayden for years, Department of Mines and EnKiitoske said and-Inas
-ha
-TT is vitortment, and he said the
the only hole on the mountain. ducks were staging for their
Kuboske wants the elk back migration. He indicated that
to mount its head. The Col- many of the local birds had
orado Fish and Wildlife Divi- already flown south, but an insion told him it would recover flux of northern mallards
the elk at the end of the hun- made our prospects look good.
ting season, but that's not soon So they even have "new
enough for Kuboske.
ducks" in Canada!
The waterfowl hunter is
He's offered $580 to anyone
who will get the elk out of the presented with a veritable
mine shaft before then.
pilIaNiedis Alto.e.a,

Reward Offered

-

For Return of Elk

gnment

W.D. Vohicles
ding Tires
se
754779

smorgasbord of opportunity in
The Pas area. Go to one lake
and you get divers. Go to
another lake and you find teal,
widgeons and gadWalls. The
biologist told. us of a Ducks
Unlimited project twency
miles down the Sasketchewan
River that was filled with
geese. Then there were still
other ponds and lakes near the
grainfields that predominantly beld mallards and pintails.
This is where we decided to
concentrate our effort, hoping
to find some good over-thedecoys shooting.
"The natural lakes that surround The Pas are like waterfowl spots you'd close your
eyes and dream about. They
are broad and shallow, broken
by reeds and cattails. Vegetation also grows on the bottom,
and wading on it is closely
akin to walking on a wet
sponge.
But even in such waterfowl
riches, you still have to do the
right thing at the right time.
The first morning we went to a
lake where we'd, spotted
thousands of ducks during our
scouting foray. The air was
warm and quiet, and the birds
were still. An hour's hunt
yielded only one mallard.
The next decision was to run
down the river and find the
project where the geese were
concentrated. We traveled for
more than an hour, the droning of the outboard breaking
the pristine spell of the
wilderness. Occasional fishing
shacks dotted the banks; Indians' gill nets were stretched
across river bends to catch
walleye. Two moose hunters
passed us heading upstream.
No tell-tale antlers hung over
the side.
But despite the few human
intruders, this was North
country, free and relatively
untarnished by things that depend on gasoline and a spare
parts store. A good gun and
axe are worth more here than

a VISA Card, and it felt ex- . flights of hundreds, pitching
citing to be in such a place.
and swirling to seek out a lanWe found the lake the ding spot in the barley and
biologist talked about, and it wheat. We could look in any
contained many geese, swan..1 direction and see working funand ducks. The only problem nels of mallards. As they'd fly
was that the birds were sitting over, we would feel a rush of
on mud flats where they were wind and hear a jet-like noise
impossible to hunt. We gave that made my neck ,hairs
up and went back to town.
stand up in excitement. Our
The next day we hunted an dogs lost all composure, runnisland in the Sasketchewan ing through the fields with
River_ where mallards had heads held skyward, ready to
rafted the previous afternoon. chase the mallards to oblivion
The setup wasn't much difWe left Saturday night after
ferent from what we'd spread sleeping in the afternoon. We
on the Ohio River, and the left grudgingly, dreading the
shooting was good. By lunch long trip back, the miles and
we had 14 mallards.
miles of prairie highway.
The wind shifted that night,
But on the way home we got
and morning three dawned the biggest surprise of the
with no ducks using our island. trip. We stopped in Des
We moved again, this time to a
Moines, Iowa, to cl7Alik in with
hidden lake backed into a flat our families. It was there that
plain bordering The Pas' huge, Don Buck learned his wife had
grainfield area. The mallards delivered a 5 pound 11 ounce
were here by the thousands, girl two hours earlier. The
and we knew we'd found baby hadn't been due until
justification for our long mid-November, but mother,
drive.
daughter and father are all doThe fifth morning dawned ing well, thank you.
with a heavy snow falling, and
"Lakeland Outdoors," ,a
Don and Philip, both nursing weekly snydicated'column
colds, decided to sleep in. written by Wade Bourne of
Steve and I went ahead to our Gilbertsville, was recently
lake.
awarded first place in the
When we returned, the twtl newspaper writing competilate sleepers were filled with tion of the Southeastern Outwild tales about clouds of door Press Association. The
ducks, like swarming locusts, award was given Oct. 11 durdescending on the fields west ing the association's annual
of town. We returned there conference at Eufaula,
that afternoon, got permission Alabama.
to hunt an area where they'd
Bourne's work was judged
seen the most, and proceeded against that of other outdoor
to watch the most thrilling writers from daily and weekly
waterfowl spectacle I'd ever newspapers across the South.
He submitted,two columns in
wttnesaesi—
The ducks were upset by the the competition, one about
new cold and snow, and their Mrs. Lettie Lucas of Critinstincts told them to feed tenden County, and the other
heavily. I don't know where about a wild turkey fight he
they all came from, but the air witnessed in the Land
literally was lull of birds, Between the Lakes.

•

Route 5 • Highway 68
At Jonathon Creek
Benton, Ky 42025
502 354-6568

ADAMS •
FISH MARKET

010
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat 9 till 9
Sunday 1-6
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Steaks
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New Ownership
759-1208
S. 12th ST.
Formerly Watson s Fish Market

Sportsman's Marina

900 Sycamore
753-5142
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Its the sale you've been
waiting for' We ye Cut the
prices on our Eyinrude motors
now in stock Slope now and SAVE

Phone
02-753-5693

liccessories

The Pas area of northwestern Manitoba offers•veritable smorgasboord of waterfewling
opportunity. Thousands of ducks and geese stage in the area for their
I migration
south, and hunters can enloy some of Hs* best action in the world Here Philip Sumner
works on a passing flight of mallards.
(Pkootv by W•si• Ihnerss•I

Don't let this one
- get away

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

8'Wade Boerne

gar
Mb
M
•••

Cain's AMC,jeep

Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms
"We cover not only siding
overhangs"

5 lox 20Sf,

but windows, doer casings S.

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

Murray

Hwy.641 North

753-4448
Cc
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Monday At Murray State

Gregg Smith Singers To Appear
The Gregg Smith Singers, classical recording of the
called the "finest professional year.
Smith and his young singers
ensemble in the country" by a
writer for the New York have achieved an internain concert tional reputation for choral
Times, will
at Murray State University on mastery. They have completed four European tours,
Monday evening,Oct. 27.
Tickets will be on sale at the singing at many of the world's
door for $1 for the program to most prestigious music
begin at 8:30 p.m. in Lovett festivals.
In the United States, they
Auditorium.
The most recorded chorus in have appeared in concert with
America, the Gregg Smith such giants of music as Igor
Leopold
Singers have three times won Stravinsky,
Grammy Awards for the best

Stokowski,and Ernst Krenek.
A concert by the Gregg
Smith Singers is a dramatic
and unusual experience.
Singers move from stage to
balcony to main floor, each
piece performed in a different
arrangement that Smith calls
"multidimensional sound."
The effect is live stereo music,
surrounding and bathing the
audience.
That technique led the New

John Dale will speak on
"Loyalty to the [.peal Church"
with scripture from I Corinthians 12:12-14 at the 8:30 and
10:40 a.m. services, and on
"What Will You do With
Jesus?" with scripture from
Matthew 27:19-23 at the 6 p.m.
service on Sunday, Oct. 26, at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.

Assisting in the services will
be Tommy Carraway, Jerry
Bolls, Roger Garner, Jamie
Potts, Bob LaMastus, Danny
Cleaver, Stan Simmons,
Frank Hargis, Fred Douglas,
Kenny Hoover, Jerry Fulton,
Charles Williams, Joe Thornton, Max Walker, Webb
Caldwell, Wayne Wilson, and
James Thurmond.
Teen nursery helper will be
Kay Farley and special class
helper will be Kevin
McManus. Serving on the extension department will be
Gene McDougal and Steve
Steele.
Bible classes will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday.

John Dale To Speak At Services

HARD SAUCE

Plum Puddings are the
traditional holiday dessert,
especially when served with
Hard Sauce. For this you
cream iz cup butter: gradually add 2 cups confectioners'
sugar, a dash of salt and
flavoring, such as a teaspoon
of vanilla and 'a teaspoon of
rum extract, if desired.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACRCSS
1 German district
5 Moccasin
8 Empty talk
Colloq
12 Monster
13 Time gone by
14 Girl's name
15 Unruly child
16 Number
17 Decree
18 Famed
dancer
20 Companies
22 Scale note
23 Wild hog
24 Nuisance
27 Pervade
31 Before
32 Laths
33 Plaything
34 Encroach
36 Apportion
37 Kiln
38 Iron Syr
39 Rumor
42 Laves
46 Leave out
47 The self
49 Tissue
50 Substance,
Si Quarrel
52 Science

bicsgs
53 Gaelic
54 Sodium chloride
55 Greenland
settlernent
DOWN
I Cries
2 Tah Mahal
site

3 Asian sea
4 Sharp reply
5 Top of head
6 Mature
7 Twists
8 Prior to
9 Mixture
10 Strike
11 Chapeaus
19 Pronoun
21 Batters
23 Animal
24 Fondle
25 Transgress
26 Bishopric
27 Par-gets
28 Consumed
29 Small child
30 Ogle
32 Mast
35 Comfort
36 Courage
38 Scale note
11

2

3

Answer to Friday's Plink
STAMP
A

BOUM CUM=
U =MOUE LI
OE MUM GU
UGU WOU LILJU
UM= DOOM
DUO
COO
COMM MUM
UM UM UM
DO ODOM UV
U MUUMUU 17
MEMO =MU
SALAD

39 taw
40 Arab chief
41 Fruit seeds
42 Dish
43 Warmth

4

5

12

7

6

_ -..

20 21
23

24 25 26

-

27

31

2829301

32

33

35

36

37

36

39 40 41

42
i

43 44 45

145
1
, 50

47
Si

a

53

54

55

ALL RIGHT 60 APEAD!
60 INITO TOWN,AND
• DISCO ALL NI6HT!

10 11.

17

19
22

9

14

16

19

!34

6

STAID

44 Palindrome
isle
45 Obi
48 Tibetan
gazelle

13

is

EAGLE

45

WHAT 00 I CARE IF
YOU WEAR YOURSELVES
OUT? YOU'LL LEARN !

NANCY, I HAVE TO GO
TO A MEETING TONIGHT COULD YOU WORK AS
A BABY
SITTER.?

I CAN'T WAKE UP
TODAY. X NEED SOME

COFFEE OR 50mET4-1 r•J

10-25
WHAT TIME IS IT,

mlZ BuniSTEAD

'Who Shot J.13.'
To Be Subject Of
Rev. Dr. Roos
"Who Shot J. R.?" with
scripture from Romans 7:1520 will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David •
C. Roos at the 10:45 a.m. services on Sunday, Oct. 26, at the
First Christian Church.
Margaret Boone will sing a
solo with Maxine Clark as
organist. The flowers on the
communion table will be in
memory of B. D. Hall by the
family.
Assisting in the services will
be Joyce Gibbs, Lyle Under-wood, Harlan Hodges, Jim
Clopton, Mike Holton, Robert
Hopkins, Don McCord, Ann
McKeel, Corinne McNutt,
Lenvel Yates,Steve Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Ellis, Mrs.
B. D. Hall, Maurine Loftin,
and Sara Van Meter.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., youth groups will meeet
at 5:30 p.m., and a church
wide costume party will be at
7 p.m.

AND PONT WORR' ABOUT
ME! I CAN TAKE CARE
OF MYSELF...

York Daily News to observe
that the group "brought down
the house," and a newspaper
in Stockholm, Sweden, called
a performance "captivating
throughout."

1. kegajl Notice

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY.
SECTION 1. Subsections A and B of Section I or
Ordinance Number 692 are hereby amended to read
as follows:
"A. Rate 1
Residential and Commercial
$3.50($3.00) Minimum Bill
1st 1,000 of or less

Sermon To Be
Presented By
Bruce Logue.
"Where The Worm Does Not
Die" with scripture from
Mark 9:42-49 will be the 10:30
a.m. sermon and "Biting and
Devouring" with scripture
from Galatians 5:13-15 will be
the 6 p.m. sermon by Bruce
Logue on Sunday, Oct.26, at
the University Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Wayne
Williams, Vernon Gantt, J. T.
Page, J. P. Parker, George
Gallagher, Harold Grogan,
Rob Gingles, Gearl Suiter,
Doug Jones, John Nanny,
John Simmons, Larry Dunn,
Danny Nix, Cliff Cochran, and
Joey West.
Nursery supervisors will be
Joy Waldrop,Teesa Lilly, Gail
Wright, Martha Ails, Ophie
Lee Steele, and Dorothy
Grogan.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m.

Bill Whittaker
To Be Speaker
At Baptist Church
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor, will speak on "Rejoice, Your Name Is Recorded!' with scripture from Luke
10:1-20 at the 10r45 a.m, service and on "Some Folks Just
Can't Be Pleased" at the 7
p.m. service on Sunday,,Oct.
26, at the First Baptist Church,
Grayson McClure, deacon of
the week, and Randy Sorrow,
minister of youth, will assist in
the service.
The Church Choir, directed
by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene Knight as
pianist, will present special
music at both Services.
Sunday School will be'at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.

I'LL SIT HERE SY THE
FIRE,AND PORK OUT
ON MARSHMALLOWS!

rAvE

Children grim up
last. capture these
precious moments in a
beautiful photograph.
CARTER STUDIO
753-820s
304 Main

3. Card of Thanks

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY:

5. Lost and Found

Rate 2Industrial and Hospital
( Air Conditioning)
1st 1,000 of or less

$10.00 Minimum bill

Alradditional gas purchased $3.15($227) per MCF"
SECTION II. This Ordinance shall become effective
November 1, 1980. Adopted Th
ADOPTED THE 23 DAY OF OCTOBER,1980.
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
B : Melvin B. Henle Ma or

SECTION I. Ordinance Number 491 is hereby
amended to rezone that certain property commonly
known as 1314-1318 and 1317-1321 Roberson Drive,
Murray,Kentucky from R-2 to R-4.
ADOPTED ON THE 23 DAY OF OCT. 1980.
Melvin B. Henley
Mayor
ATTEST:
Jo Crass

2. Notice

2. Notice
Are you addicted to drugs and
do not have the will power to
conquer? Are your children addicted to drugs and you do not
know how to handle the situation? I have a solution and
would like to share it with you.
Call Mark, and there is no
:harge because I care. 7539786.
Bible Facts. Free Store far the
needy. 759-4600.
TOrrholooti000000rtic,
ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping is a
speciahy at:

Starks
Hardware
8. Poplar
R I
/

a
05005055050souse'

Do you need a lob and hope for
the future? Are you 1610 21
years old, no high school
diploma or GED, a school dropout of 9 months or more,
unemployed? Call the Calloway
County Comprehensive Out of
School Educational Program
(753-3033, ask for Dan VValker)

THREE

ONT

6. Hel-p-Wanted

- ORDINANCE NUMBER 720
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE
NUMBER 491 (ZONING ORDINANCE) CHANGING A TRACT OF LAND IN THE ROBERSONLASSITER ESTATES FROM R-2 to R-4.

All additional gas purchased $3.40 ($2.57) per MCF

Pony pulling contest will be
held Saturday night, 6 pm, October 25th at the Exposition
Center, College Farm Road.

WELL
q.,111P.

flkirice

Tidwell Paint has sold out. We
appreciate your patronage over
the past 25 years and would
like to take this opportunity to
thank all of our many friends
and customers.
,
The family of Mrs. Lydia
Phillips wishes to extend our
deepest thanks and appreciation to our many friends and
relatives, in the loss of our loved one. To those that sent
flowers, food, cards, or helped
in any way, we will always be
grateful.
A special thanks to Dr Hugh
Houston and everyone at the
Long Term Care unit of the
Murray hospital that has
helped care for her for the last
four and a half years.
To Dr. Jerrell White and Bro.
Ronnie Adams, the Singers, the
Max Churchill funeral home
staff. To all we say thanks and
may God bless each of you.
The Phillips Family

CARPOOL - I need a ride
weekdays, before 8 AM to
Mayfield returning after 3 PM
767-4473

C teed Keel's.

1. Legal Notice

ORDINANCE NUMBER 719
AN ORDINANCE AMMENDING ORDINANCE
NUMBER 692 RELATING TO OPERATING
CHARGES OF THE MURRAY NATURAL GAS
SYSTEM.

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger S.
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
MY AUNT
SO I'LL BRING MY
Street, is open for business
FRITZ' IS
BABY SITTER
GOING
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
WITH
ME
TO THE
Monday through Friday and
MEETING
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
TOO--Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
odvertising deportment.
retail advertising department and circulation
© Igen
Fealuie
department.
Syndicate inc
At times other than
those listed above the office is closed for regular
business even though
newsroom and production
employees may bean duty.
We
request
that
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper deportments are:
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
vARE YOU AFRAID YOU'LL
Classified Ads. . 753-1 91 6
1-,
NO, I'M
BE LATE FOR YOUR
Circulation. . . . 753-1 91 7
AFRAID I'LL BE
VIOLIN
Display Ads . . 753-1 91 9
ON TIME
)
.
LESSON'
,
Accounting. . . 753-1 91 6
News & Sports 753-1 91 8
The Murray
Ledger & Times

PO NOT STOP
THEM. WE HAVE
A SAYING WHEN
THIEVES QUARREL,
GOOD MEN WIN

=MIER

o o mar e la'

Farmers! Want to reduce your
overhead? M.F A. Insurance
can save you money with their
farmers
comprehensive
package policy. See or call
Johnny Williams, ybur M f A
agent, 753-0445

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
•
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17:Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
Z1. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
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Tired of baia? Try Bradley GP-2
or Bradley Classics. Phone 1554-3053
"Does it Matter What
We Believe as Long as it
is Honest?" 759-4444
Children's Story 7594445.
We invite you to attend our
next training group and find
out for yourself why so many .
thousands of men and women
who never dreamed of being in
sales work enioy the satisfaction and reward of being World
Book representatives. There is
no obligation of any kind on
your part For more information, call 753-4161 (0-2)

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to all
mobile _home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two(2) months rent
-free. UNDER NEW,
- MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. -We also have
homes for rent.
753-8280.

Lost: Black cat with stub tail,
wearing red collar, in
Gatesborough area. Call before
5753-1323 or after 5 pm. 7538678.
Lost Cover for motorcycle saddlebag, white fiberglass, $5
reward. 436-2146.
Cost: Registered Holstein bull,
1 year 4 months old, in vicinity
of Van Cleave Road. .Call days
753-9251 or nights 753-7955,
ask for Due Sheek Yoo.

6. Help Wanted
Earn $50. per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free .
details, Reply: "HomemakersS12S", • Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194;
Experienced 'body Man. Apiily in person, Century Auto Sales,
810 Sycamore.
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST.
ASCP required. 3-11 shift.
JCAH accredited hospital. Progressive well equipped
laboratory. Lxcellent benefit
program. Write or call Personnel • Department, -Community
Hospital, P.O. Box 559,
Mayfield, KY 42066; 502-2475211.
Local speciality shop needs experienced sales lady for part
time work. Send resume and
phone number to P.O. Box
144.
Managers and Assistant
Managers, Wendy's OldFashioned Hamburgers is now
accepting applications for the
above positions. Persons needed for following locations; Murray, Paducah, Hopkinsville, and
Madisonville. Chance for rapid
advancement, paid on the job
training, and hospitalization.
Will negotiate salary. Call 7594695 for an appointment.
No experience necessary. A
large Kentucky corporation is
seeking to employ a qualified
person in your area to go into
our training program. The person we are-seeking must be age
21 or over, minimum high
school graduate and be bondable. No overnight travel.
Salary, plus commissions. Excellent fringe benefit program.
If you feel you may qualify,
send brief resume to P.O. Box
648, Mayfield, KY 42066

PROGRAMMER
ANALYST
West Tennessee
Manufacturer seeking
aggressive
Programmer
Anaylst for IBM
System 34. Prefer
manufacturing background, on line experience, RPG-II.
Progressive company with good
fringe benefits.
Send resume in confidence to: Plumley
Rubber Co., Attention R. Philpot,
100 Plumley Drive,
Paris, TN 38242.

Need small garden broken in
Elm Grove area Leave message
at 759-4779

9. Situation Wanted
Two women would like to clean
houses Call 753-2936
Are you laid off, or just want to
make some extra cash? Why
not be your own boss with your
own company with all the
benefits that anyone else can
offer. For more information call
collect, Don or Debbie Paschall
at 901-247-3335.

11. Instructions
Piano lessons, very reasonable
rates Call 753-8964

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams. your
M F.A. agent. 753-0445.

13. For Sale or Trade

Secretary/Administrative Assistant. Permanant part-time.
Skills include
some
light bookkeeping, abiliy. to
make independent decisions,
good communication skills,
able to work with minimal
supervision Call 1P-JAHS, 7539838 or Pam Underwood, 7530418

Disc blades
seeders See II
buy! Vinsqn Ti
4892

New Goodyear,
BEG farm to
service Vincer
Pany, 753-4892

2-Lifusical

Magnus begin
cellent condtti
Can be seen at
call 7594024
New and uSE
organs, largest
purchase area.
save up to $11
lay-aways tc
Clayton's - I S
ieland,Center, I
Selmer silver
Selmer clarine
lion Call 436-5

15' Duo, 65 Evinrude, Brute
trolling motor, 2 high seats, 2
depth finders. Call 474-2712,

Upright piano
$175 435-455

14. Want To Buy

23. Exterm

200 Amp service pole for
mobile home. Phone days 7531668, nights 753-2394, or see :
James Futrell.
Want to buy: Baby bed and/or ,
other baby furniture, in good
condition. Call 753-1223 days
-or 436-2112 after 7 pm.

e'

(VIURXI

& Pest
Want to buy: Used sunlamp,.
Phone 753-5058 after 6:34
pm.
•

15. Articles For Sale
Brunswick pool table and
Franklin stove for sale. Call
492-8128 or 436-5479.
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $29.99; 8"x30",
$29.99; installation kit, 6",
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
For sale. 14' Aluminum boat
with 1 year old Sears Ph hp
motor, $300. One new J/3 hp
air-compressor,
$125.
Miscellaneous tires from $15
to $35. Call 753-8780.
For sale: AMF Roadmaster
moped, like new; 2 studded
snow tires, D-78 14's; Delco
AM-FM car radio; ping-pang
table: matching drapes and
bedspreads, and lamp. Call
753-4575 after 6 pm.
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
and alteritions Also saddle
and harness repair. We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests,
tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
and many other gift items Call
753-9736

16. Home Furnishings
Director's

Chair
$3995
Crass
FURNITURE
Baby bed with mattress and
bumper pad, one dresser and
chest Call 489-2785 after 6
pm
Breakfast table, 42 inch round,
with 17 inch leaf and six
chairs. Portable dishwasher.
Sears model.-Call/53 24-79.
Commodes, white, A grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Full size bed, frame, box springs and mattress 125 Call
436-2394

SERTA
KING SIZE
BEDDING

Phone

24. Misceit

Ceramic bisc
Ready to paint.
month, approx
ches high. $11
check or
Ceramics by
West Toledo
Michigan, 4922
Extra strong
trailer, 5x10. 7!

Firewood, oali z
or 24". Also ci
489-2327.
Fireplace inst
two speed bloa
glass' doors, 1
Hardware, Panc

For sale: Ashle
stove with blm
pm, 753-5965.

Firewood cut '
rick, delivered
after 5 pm.

Franklin stove
balls and pipe.
Looking for
Calloway to cut
household. Le
759-4779.
Wood for sal
delivered and
2436.
Wood for sale,
172 rick deli'
21313.

11.19=Rid

Used 19" col(
color t.v. Cla)
Music, Dixiela
ray.

Wanted: Respc
take up 5.
payments on
ranted. Clayton

27. Mobile

1972 Checkm
bedroom,--2-"ba
527-1516.
Double wide n
good condition
melon call 38;
County.

1973 Mobile h
chiding appliai
pinning and
awnings. $8001

hailer for sal

47.44.

Regular 1199.95 3 pc.
set; Firm $249.95 3 pc.
set; Xtra firm $249.95
pc. set

Crass
Furniture
Giant chest freezer for sale,
1200 firm. 753-6659.
Good Used baby bed, $40. Call 7:
489-2778.
Martin Industries freestanding
fireplace with blower, black •
with glass doors. Call 753-5206
after 6.
Small chest freezer, front open- .7
ing, approximately 6 cubic:
feet, $IN or best offer Call
759-4689 after 5 pm.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Route man for city of Murray.
Send resume to P.O. Box 32 X.

19. Farm E

Used Kirby vacuum cleaner
like new, all attachments,
1125. Brand new Filter Queen
vacuum cleaner, $395 Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.

LADIES WE
VICES - SI
PLIES & SEI

11F.Iewing-Machines
Used Singer sewing machine,
zig zag, all regular attachments, sews perfect, fully
guaranteed, full cash price
$39.50 Call Martha Hoppee-'•
354-6521
,
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ranted
I garden broken in
area Leave message
9

hon Wanted
would like to clean
1753-2936
I off, or just want to
e extra cash? Why
own boss with your
iany with all the
at anyone else can
lore information call
or Debbie Paschall
3335

28. Mob. Home Renb 32. Apts. For Rent

Disc blades and 3 point
seeders See them before you
buy! Vinsqn Tractor Co , 7534892
New Goodyear Firestone and
B F G farm tires on farm tire
service Vincent Tractor Company, 753-4892

For rent Mobile home near
lake Call 753-6659
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray No pets 4892611
12x60.Mobile home for rent
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In
Theatre entrance

22. Musical •
Magnus beginner organ, excellent condition $100 firm
Can be seen at Hodge & Son or
call 7594024
New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area Buy now and
save up to $1000 We accept
lay-aways for Christmas.
Clayton's - I & B Music, Dixieland,Center, Murray
Selmer silver trumpet and
Selmer clarinet. Good condition Call 436-5317 after 5 pm.
Upright piano, good sound,
$115. 435-4555.

lictions

ins, very reasonable
'53-8964

rance
rates on 1974 or
ule homes. See or
ry Williams, your
it. 753-0445.

;ale or Trade
35 Evinrude, Brute
tor. 2 high seats, 2
irs. Call 474-2712.

t Ts Buy

19. Farm Equipment

•

2-3:Exterminaling

service pole for
ie. Phone days 151:-:
Is 753-2394, or see !
y Baby bed and/or
furniture, in good
Call 753-1223 days
? after 7 pm

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest control

)uy. Used sunlamp.
.3-5058 after 6:30.

-

Phone 753-3914

30. Business Rental

24. Miscellaneous

:les For Sale

pool table and
tone for sale. Call
u 436-5479.
all fuel, triple wall
0", $29.99; 8"x30",
tstallation kit. 6",
$41.99. Wallin
Pans.
14' Aluminum boat
ir old Sears 71
/
2 hp
10. One new /
1
2 hp
ressor, $125.
his tires from $15
1753-8780.
AMF Roadmaster
ie new, 2 studded
, D-78 14*s; Delco
r radio, ping-pang
:ching drapes and
, and lamp. Call
fter 6 pm.
air, dying, cleaning,
tions. Also saddle
& repair. We make
thing, chaps, vests,
, purses, billfolds,
ither gift items. Call

e Furnishings

1

>erector's

Chair
trine Leather

3995
:raSS

IRNITURE
with mattress and
d, one dresser and
489-2785 after 6

able, 42 inch round,
nch leaf and six
rtable dishwasher,
J. Call -7-53-2419. ----white, A grade,
Wallin Hardware.

id, frame, box sprmattress $25 Call

SERTA
NG SIZE
EDDING
$199.95 3 pc.
$249.95 3 pc.
firm $249.95

Ceramic bisque figurines.
Ready to paint. 12 dolls of the
/
2 inmonth, approximately 51
ches high. $10 for set. Send
check or money order.
Ceramics by Joy-Lee, 17475.
West Toledo Road, Addison,
Michigan, 49220.
Extra strong wooden utility
trailer, 5x10. 753-7457.
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327.
Fireplace inserts, automatic
two speed blowers, see through
glass' doors, $499.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
For sale: Ashley wood burning
stove with blower. Call after 8
pm, 753-5965.
Firewood cut to order, $25 a
rick, delivered. Call 436-2744
after 5 pm.
Franklin stove. screen, brass
balls and pipe. Call 436-5676.
Looking for place in East
Calloway to cut firewood for my
household. Leave message at
759-4779.
Wood for sale, $25 a rick
delivered and stacked. 4892436.
Wood for sale, oak and hickory,
$22 rick delivered. Call 48921113.

Two bedroom house, 11
/
2 miles
on 641 South, $200 and
deposit. 753-4699.
,
Three bedroom house for rent
with good well Also for sale antique RCA victrola, good condition. Call 345-2205.

36. For Rent Or Lease
32. Apts. For Rent

Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Duplex, 2 bedrooms, family
room with fireplace, all kitchen
appliances. No children or
pets. 759-4509.
Furnished one bedroom aparrtment, Zimmrman Apts South
16th Street. 153-6609.
Furnished apartment for rent.
753-8298.
For rent: Furnished upstairs
apartment, bedroom living
room combination, large kitchen and bath, $125 plus
utilities. Girfs only. Call 7535041 or after 5, 153-4707.
For rent Furnished apartment,
New Concord, $80 per month.
Call 436-2427.
Riveria Apartments. Two
bedrooms, refrigerator, range,
disposal, carpet, drapes,
washer-dryer hookup, and
443-3430,
dishwasher
Paducah, KY.
Two bedroom upstairs apart26. N-Radio
ment. Private entrance. Carpet
Used 19" color tv., also 25" and built-ins. No children or
color tv. Clayton's - 1 & B pets. Lease and deposit reMusic, Dixieland Center, Mur- quired. $170 per month. Call
ray.
753-9208 after 4 pm.
Wanted: Responsible person to Two bedroom apartment
take up small monthly recently redecorated, private
payments on color t.v. War- area and good neighborhood.
ranted. Clayton's, 753-7575..
No children, no pets. Lease and
required. $175 per
27. Mobile Home Sales deposit
month. Available November
1972 Checkmate, 12x65, 2 lst. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
bedroom, -bath, $51300:-CattTwo bedroom, central vacuum,
527-1516.
all kitchen appliances, washer
Double wide mobile home, in and dryer hookup, central heat
good condition. For more infor- and air. Call 753-2437 or 753mation call 382-2330 in Graves 8146.
County.
Two bedroom apartment,
1973 Mobile home, 1465, in- Panorama Shores, fireplace,
cluding appliances and under- lakeview, washer and dryer,
pinning and 2 porches with partially ffitnished, $150 per
awnings. $8000. 153-8922.
month plus utilities. Mike or
Trailer for sale, cheap! 753- Bev O'Brien, 436-2879 or 7622446.
4244.

For
Rent
Log
Splitter*
Half Day, Full Day,
or Weekly Rates
Call Murray Rental
Sales Center
753-8201
Formerly Murray
Lawn b Garden
e•sV••rl•ha./••O•N
.
es.sV••Wme.sl•.iv.W

37. Livestock-Supplies
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE.
Visitors welcome! South on
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100.
Ree-Mar Arabians 753-6126.
Leather repair and custom
work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
gun cases, billfolds, saddlebags. 753-9736.
Milk goat billie for sale. 4892495.
One pair of 2 year old mules.
50" tall with harness. Also a
deep freeze. 753-7386.

43. Real Estate
P

7:

istnes freestanding
ith blower, black .
oors. Call 753-5206

freezer, front open
ornately 6 cubic
or best offer Call „
ter 5 pm.

um Cleaners

vacuum cleaner,
ell attachments:::
I new Filter ,Queen :
aner, $395. Call .:
)er, 354-6521

rig Machines-4

sewing machine.
all regular at- ,
sews perfect. fully *.
full cash price ,
I Martha Hoppe -"-

Mon. Tues. & Wed.
October 27, 28, 29, 1980
Beginning at
6:30 P.M. Each Evening
Over WNBS and WAAW
ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE:
LADIES WEAR-MEN'S WEAR-CHILDREN'S WEAR-HAIRDRESSING ITEMS & SW
VICES - SPORTING GOODS - OFFICE SUPPLIES - FOOD - AUTOMOTIVE SUP
PLIES & SERVICES - HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - AND MANY, MANY MORE

"BARGAINS GALORE"
THE PROCEEDS FROM THIS AUCTION WILL BE USED TO
CONTINUE SIGHT CONSERVATION EFFORTS. THE BLOOD BANK
AND THE COMMUN:TY SERVICE PROJECTS

:ST COPY AVAIL ABLE

P ER •
RFALIV

-51E65
"TV football widows anonymous meeting
When did you join that group?"

41:15iibliiSale

43. Real Estate

-..or...c.-...occor.cor..ocezoc,6
377 Acre farm. 250 tl
acres in beans and 27
in timber with tobacco
bases and 55 acres in s
bottom land. Old farm
house and well on pro- b
perty. Located in Bell
City area. Asking
Humane Society Sidewalk sale,
$690.00 per acre. Call
Saturday, 10-4 outside the
today to get in on this
Panhandler, Bel-Air Shopping
GOOD buy. MurrayCenter Gifts, clothing, baked
Cal,loway County Realgoods, macrame Reasonable
prices -for a good cause
ty, 753-8146.
Garage sale, Saturday, 25th, 8Men's winter whet,
I
women's jacket, boys clothes 512. baby things, typewriter, 10speed bike, small appliances,
odds and ends. Corner of 17th
and Johnson.

R

1

Going out of Business due to
Metes,. Itedw•d Prices on ell
items1 Concrete. Pottery,
depression glass, all kinds of
glassware and odd junir. Si.
good showcases for sale
$200

WILLIES ANTIQUES
lust off 121 on 280, '4 of a
Me.

Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
corner of 6th and Chestnut.
Couch, furniture, baby clothes,
many other items. Yard sale, 3 party, 641 North,
Wiggins Furniture store, Saturday, 8 til.?.
Yard sale, Saturday and Sunday. October 25th and 26th, 9
til 4, 1309 Poplar Street.
Yard sale, Tape recorders,
silver jewelry, gem stones,
guns, furniture, clothes, many
miscellaneous. October 24th,
25th, 26th from 10 AM tit 5
PM. LP Miller to Old -ConcordSalem Road, 2nd house on left
alter Rattlin bridge Watch
signs. 753-2952.,
Yard sale, 8th and Sycamore,
starts at 9.00 AM, Saturday.
Lots of bargains!!

43. Real Estate

20 Acre farm. 19 tendable with
stocked pond; good building
sites. 33 Acre farm, 26 tendable with tobacco _base and
barn. old house. 291
/
2 Acre
farm with a 3 bedroom ranch
type house plus 8 year old 2
bedroom home, both real nice.
38. Pets-Supplies
All three farms west of Murray.
Basic and Advanced dog obe- Coleman Real Estate.
753dience classes. Breed handling, 9898
tracking, and protection. All
breeds and ages. Professional
instrucapr 4,36-2858
Black female puppy for sale.
Pardee. & Thomsen
AKC registered Poodle. 753•
In,
2648.
Real(sect.
MI nature, registered, female
SwedesIde Court Sigwarie
Pekingnese, 2 years old, good
Morro ,IlLsolseek
with children Ca11753-0164
133-4451
Perfect early Christmas gift: 2
female AKC registered Doberman Pincher pups. Black and
brown, quality bloodline. Must
Do you own your own lot or lot
sell. Call 489-2317 after 5 pm.
and mobile home? If you do
40. Produce
and your family income is
Grove fresh, Texas Valley; Ruby within the following adjusted
red grapefruits, 18 lb. bag, $5; income limits, you may qualify
Early small, super sweet for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
oranges, 18 lb. bag, $5. Jones 4 bedroom home. Income
Produce, 305 South 12th limits are: Two in family $13,500; Three in family Street.
$15,150, Four in family $17,900. With today's inflation
and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let us
talk
terms
now...7531492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Sycamore.

RADIO AUCTION

43. Real Estali

753-1222

ANNUAL
MURRAY LIONS CLUB

alms
rniture

• freezer for sale.
T53-6659.
3aby bed. $40. Call

Two bedroom duplex with central heat and air, outlet for
washer and dryer. Couples
preferred. No pets 753-9741.
Two bedroom apartment Call
Embassey Apartments, 7534331.
Two bedroom house with carport, for couple. will accept
one child. Available November
Nice 12x65 1175 plus deposit 1st $145 per month Call 489No pets 31
/
2 miles on 641 2595
South Call 492-8120
Vacant furnished apartment
One or two adults, 2 bedroom, Call 753-5292 evenings.
all electric, water furnished, 34. Houses For Rent
one mile out of city limits,
Highway 121 South. $50 Country home, 2 bedroom. Call
deposit, $95 per month Phone 437-4386.
753-5405 after 5 pm
Four or five bedroom furnished
Small 2 bedroom trailer, water house for four or five college
and trash pickup furnished, 4 girls or boys. Also small furmiles on 121 South No pets nished apartment for 1 or 2
Students preferred. 753-8061. college girls Call 753-5865
days, 753-5108 after 530 pm.
Two bedroom trailers. com- For rent Large 3 bedroom
pletely furnished. good condi- house, 2 baths, dining room,
tion, from $145. Call 753- large beam family room with
8964
fireplace. washer and dryer
12)(60 Two bedroom trailer, hookup, built-in electric range,
furnished, in good condition, carport. 753-7276.
near University Call 489-2118. Four room house, $120 per
Two bedroom furnished mobile month, $100 deposit. Call 492home, $150 per month rent. 8360 after 5 pm.
•
$15 security deposit. No pets. For rent 3 bedroom house.
Call 753-4808.
Stove, refrigerator furnished,
Two bedroom trailer, 11
/
2 miles 753-9240.
on 641 South, $150 and Three room farmhouse, 10
deposit. 753-4699.
miles, east of Murray. Call 7532480 after 5 pm.

1

13 Acres of good farm
land, well constructed
3 bedroom home with
full basement located
only 21,2 miles from
town. Owner must
sell!

304W. 12th St
literr•y, Ky. 42071
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Looking for an inexpensive house that you
can make a home?
This house on North
6th for only $15,500.00
would be a handyman's dream! Zoned
for duplex. Fenced in
back yard. Garage.
Wayne will be happy'
to help you with your
appointment. Office
753-1651 or home 7535086.

Income property. Small epertment building, fully rented-, excellent income. For sale by
owner. Low $20's. Call 1538742.
Lot for sale: 3 acre •lot, large
trees, near Southwest School.
753-5233 after 6 pm.
Most for your money! Lovely 3
Fl IF A I_ V"
bedroom, 2 bath, ranch with
large kitchen/family room, on
South 12th en Sycamore
Telephone 753-1651
4 acres. You have to see the
P0 Boy 381
many extras this home offers
includes prime location for
country living. Call Spann Real- Tatumsville Grocery. known as
ty Associates 753-7724
Danny & Betty's Corner store,
going out of business, with 3
•
bedroom living quarters. Priced
$33,0001 That's right! There
to sell at $72,500 for all. Near
is something for sale for
Kentucky Dam and Kentucky
$35,000. It's located at
Lake Call Junior Wood Realty
1639 Ryon and includes 3
for
complete information (502)
bedrooms, living room, Itit•
362-8948
chen and bath. Also features
storm windows and doors and
TVA insulation. Has attached
carport plus outside storage
and nice hedged back yard.
Within walking distance of
WU
We'll help arrange
financing too.

KOPPER
D
sea or v
753-1222

JOHN SMITH

OF

ag
HOMES

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

Priced slashed, Make an offe
on this under priced
home The family is anxious to
move with husband to his new
lob location. This home is lust
outside of city limits lust 2
miles, making for town conveniences but no city taxes. The
house has a traffic pattern that
is very liveable Insulated up to
TVA specifications for
economic utility bills. Priced in
the $30*5. Call 753-1492 CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs. Realtors
and let us show you this home
today
5TROUTtfairr

IN(

'op

enjoy city lining in the smoothy
with this 2700 $11. ft. home
located en 1 acre with 4 foot
I. diameter eisk trees. It has
everything that yOV
in
he..

New iisting. 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, brick veneer home.
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic size pool,
central heat and air, fireplace,
burglar alarm system. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
Geneva Jones 753-6557.

Moms Sc... - 4344930
WNW 111119.•••• /511919
19•99•• 11.9• /514/15
151-2901
149•Is• esker
1•••• 515•••9•11.• 5•••.....
it
t
151-9129
111*

Miorroy-Colloway
Giewty Rauh
(502)753-8141

LOOKING FOR AN
INVESTMENT?
Try this 10 room older
home on a large corner lot. An excellent
buy for someone that
can do their own
remodeling. Zoned 11-3
and priced at $16,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for
courteous, competent
Real Estate Service,
SUMMER AND
WINTER
You'll enjoy this lovely
3 bedroom home on
heavily wooded lot in
Lake Forest Subdivision. Ideal for year
around living and
within
walking
distance of lake.
Owner will consider
financing. Priced int
he $40's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for full-time Real
Estate Service.

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
I ARE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
listings
wailed! ...Offices
Coast to Coast. Sayers from
!terrorisers "Free" Catalog I
STROUT REALTY
11.4.0 inohr
1911(WI..Id

753-0116
9999950

CONVENIENT
LOCATION
Near a shopping
center, this three
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
charmer features a
convenient kitchen,
economical central
gas heat and central
air-conditioning. A
good buy at $38,900.
Owner has been
transferred,
immediate possession.
Phone 753-1222, The
Kopperud Realty
'Home
Team
Signals!
WORTH SEEINGWORTH OWNING
Beautiful home in the
heart of the city. Nine
/
2 baths, two
rooms, 11
fireplaces - one wood
burning and the other
gas. A den that is ideal
for a home business or
your
entertaining
guests. Let us show it
to you today, for quality is the name of this
house. Priced in the
$50's. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for all
the information on this
new listing. '

1111 0111219 MAN/K.1149Ni

Does Price Count? You bet it
does! 2 bedroom brick on
beautiful acre lot surrounded
by mature trees Bright, sunny
kitchen, dining room. large living room with wood burning
fireplace .And
best of
all...Priced in the $20.s. For
comfort and value, compare
with anything you may have
seen Offered bu Century 21
Loretta John. Realtors - 7531492

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St.
Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 8:30-1:30
Close Wednesday
Friday & Saturday 8:30-12:30
753-3685

Proleasional So • 1. •
WM;TN. Fro-rhil. 1 .
00001:7000:0Q0C4C/ZGOZo

NEED MORE
ROOM?
Then this is it, lovely 4
BR., and study,
situated on treestudded lot. This charming home has large
living-dining area,
country kitchen, large
rec. room, 2 baths,
elec. heat Less than
replacement cost at
only $52,900.
A CAREFUL
BUYER'S DREAM
New listing - Owner
leaving town, 3
bedroom, 1-bath, B.V.
and frame home, nicely decorated, electric
heat. 1 car carport
with storage. Large
lot. This is a well built
home and moderately
priced at $36,500.00.
","",...00000:•=ef.k:
weDinaGra
,

753-8080
45. Farms For Sale
74 Acre farm between Providence and Concord on George
Shoemaker Road. 3 bedroom
house, full basement, pole
barn, tobacco barn. Jay Futrell
farm. Call 527-1525. $85,000.

46. Homes For Sale
House for sale or trade for
house in Murray Two story
home on 2 acres and or 5 acres
in southwest area. Call 7535233 after 6 pm. Three bedroom brick. home,
11
/
2 baths, 2 fireplaces, central
heat and air, on 1 acre land
$39.500. Call 436-2401.
Two bedroom brick, 11
/
2 acres,
mini orchard. Highway 94
West. 382-2869

47. Motorcycles
1979 Black Yamaha 650
Special, like new, $1900 or
best offer. Call 759-4749 after
4 pm.
Early Christmas lay-away
available now for Yamaha 3wheelers Tri-moto. Town &
Country Yamaha, 753-8078.
Hey kids! A used 1979 Honda
70 three-wheeler, extra nice,
only $425. Town & Country
Yamaha, 753-8078.
1975 Honda MR-175 dirt bike,
$325. 753-0468.
Used mini-bike, 2 Honda 50's
2 Italjet 50's for $225 and up.
Town & Country Yamaha, 7538078.
1980 Yamaha YZ 250 dirt bike.
Good condition. 492-8930.

48. Auto. Services
New batteries, Ford and
Chevrolet, 36 month guarantee
$34.95 exchange New Cur
cord Grocery. 436-5353

49. Used Cars
1973-Pontiastationwageri.excellent condition. Call 7531344. 12 to 3 pm.
1972 Plymouth Duster. slant 6.
2-door, new front seat. Asking
5900, Call 753-0193 after
4•30
1971 Super Beetle VW. one
owner. 66.000 miles, new
paint and tires $1800 Go cart
$150 Call 753-7249 after 4
Pm
1968 Buick LeSabre, 4-door
hardtop. 350 motor. cheap
Call 753-1770,
1974 Cougar XR-7, $695 7539710
1979 Cougar KR-7 Loaded, one
owner car, excellent condition.
Call 753-9880.
197,6 Chevy Nova. 6 cylinder. 2'
door, clean inside and out
$1950. 623-8293, Mayfield
1974 Cougar KR-7. $1500 or
take over payments. Call 7534083 after 6 pm
1976 Ford Van. customized
Chateau, small motor, 351
Wandsor. good condition
$3100 753-1203
For sale 19/6 Triumph TR-7,
good condition Call 759-1657.
1975 Ford LTD Landau, excellent condition, 47,000
miles, new radial tires Call
437-4444
For sale 1978 King Cobra.
black with T-top. airconditioned, 24.000 miles
753-1874
Import Auto Salvage Twer
Datsun engines, 1400 series,
one 1200 series One' 1975 2
TC Toyota, all low miles and
more Call 474-2325

i3. Services Offered

19. Used Cars

1975 Olds Regency. lull power. KARATE CLASSES Open daily loaded, very clean $2500 Call Murray Karate Center For ap
/53-4865 after5 pm
pointment call 753-6317.
1974 Torino $475, trade four K & K Stump Removal. Do you
white spoke courier wheels, need stumps removed from
origianal equipment 1803 Col- your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
lege Farm Road
stumps up to 24" below the
1972 two-door Volvo, runs fine. ground leaving only sawdust
needs body work 'Can be seen
and chips Call for free
at C-4 Coach Estates 759 estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
4551.
or Bolt Kemp Jr 435 4319
1975 Vega. good condition
radial tires, 31 mpg highway
Call 436-2593 evenings
Keep your boat safe and
clean this winter
54. Used Trucks
Economical dry dock
1978 Chevrolet C-I 4wheet
storage_
drive truck Ps, pb AM-FM 8track stereo $4750 Call 498Eagle's Nest
8428 or 498-8970
1968 Dodge Dump truck also
Marina
head of chickens. Call 436Paris landing,
2262
Tennessee
1967 Elcommo body. Call 436(901)642-6192
2439 after 4.30.
For sale: 1974 Jeep Renegade
C1-5 fully equipped for off Leather repair, dying. cleaning
and alterations Also saddle
road 753-0355.
and harness repair, We make
1976 FOrd F-I00 Call 753- leather clothing, chaps, vests.
1348.
tack. belts. purses, billfolds,
1919 F-100. low mileage, small and many other gift items Call
V8. straight shift power steer- 153-9736.
.ng, AM-FM radio and extra Leave raking Call today. 759:lean Phone 753-0159 after 5 4855
pm.
Need worleon your trees? Topp1979 Jeep Wagoneer. one ing, pruning, shaping, comowner low mileage Call 436- plete removal and more. Call
2427.
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
1968 Model Dodge pickup professional tree : care 7538536.
truck. Call 753-6349.

52. Boats and Motors
161
/
2 Foot Johnson Seasport.
150 hp inboard-outboard, all
equipment includes. $1500 or
trade for good used car or van
Call 753-7490

53. Services Offered
ROOFING
Consmeirclal and Reslsierstial, Shingle and
Sully-Up Roofs Referiewc•s, all
work
gweronteod. 753-6581
or 759-1859.

Concrete and block
work. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps.
Free estimates. Charles
Barnett, 753 5476.
Painting - Paperhanging
General maintenance. Free
estimates. 759-1987.
Stop, For all your repair needs. •
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
and electrical work. leak no
more! Call • 753-9226 or '7539623. We'll do your job large or "
small. All work done to your
satisfaction
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
made and repaired Reasonable
rates. Free estimates Call 1539736.

Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks. patios, steps. free
estimates. Charles' Barnett,
753-5416.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates.-satisfilireferences.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- Thinking of remodeling your
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning. house? We do it .alt! Hawley
Bucy. 492-8120
753-5827.
Underpinning,
Kool seal, and
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
75916
home service
Sears. 753-2310 for free mobile
estimate for your needs.
ALT
For all your upholstery needs WEST KENTUCKY
call us at Wayside Upholstery. COATING 8. SEALING.
We have a wide selection of your home driveway or parking
fabrics to choose from. We ap- lot sealed professionally before
preciate your business. Call .winter. 753-8163
• Remodeling.. Tire«i
753-5361 or 753-6488.
our present doctor
Have your driveways white rock- • Let
us reframe anti
ed and graded before bad •rematte your art ork •
weather. Free estimates. Clif- I and phctus.
ford Garrison. 753-5429.
18)
2,s I
53.(
all
itTit17D
304‘
CAilt
Heating, Refrigeration. Air Con- •
ditioners, appliance repairs.
Bob's Refrigeration Service. Will haul driveway white rock
Hazel Kentucky 498-8370. and Ag lime. also have any type
Murray Ky 753-7829, Robert of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work. Call
(Bobby) Lockhart
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
Insulation blown in by Sears. 753-6763.
save on these high heating and
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete2310 for free estimate
ly guarenteed, Call or write
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Morgan Construction Co..
stallation, heating installation Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
and repairs Call 753-7203
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1-442-7026. "
PAINTING
Interior I l,tercwr
Will do plumbing, heating,
Tuxtro Ceiling; caulking
painting, roofing, carpentry
and winterizing. Quality
753-2211 or 759-1270
work, 15 years en•
56. Free Column
perience. Call Robert
Free long-haired kittens to good
Scroggins, 436-2353
home. Call 753-1746.

Paschall
Plumbing Repair

f

STALRITE
For Fast Service
and Installation

Call 753-1768
We have well pump repair service and service
and install So-Rite pumps.

OUT OF THIS WORLD!
That's what you'll sa
When You See The

All Marble
Showroom

Thornton Tile
& Marble
()11.1111% that
612$ 9th

rS' 5119
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Ernestine Howell
Dies Thursday At
Lourdes Hospital

A dramatization of Louisa Mae
Alcott's famous novel "Little Women"
will be presented in matinee and evening performanc'ts Dec. 12-14. The play

Mrs. Ernestine Howell, 59,
Grand Rivers Rt. 1, died at
4:55 p.m. Thursday at Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah. •
The widow of Wallace
Howell, she was a member of
Corinth Baptist Church. One
grandchild, one
greatgrandchild, five brothers and
seven sisters preceded her in
death.
She , is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Barbara
Hearell, Benton, Mrs. Janice
Brown and Mrs. Juanita
Rowland, both of Grand
Rivers, and Mrs, Rebecca
Smith, Lowell, Ind.; six sons,
Ernest Howell and Herbert
Howell, both of Grand Rivers,
Hubert Howell, Gilbertsville,
Alvin Howell, Burnet, Tex.,
Malcolm Howell, Benton, and
Dwight Howell, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Elsie Heath,
Grand Rivers, and Mrs. Anna
Lake Champion, Srnithland;
24 grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
Services will be conducted
Sunday at 2 p.m. at Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,Benton. The Rev. Max Anderson
will officiate and burial will be
in Dixon Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Funeral For
Laverne Crouse
Slated Today
The funeral for Laverne
Crolise of Murray Route 8 will
be held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Leon Penick officiating and
the Kings sons providing the
Burial will follow in the
Ground
Coles .Camp
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
•
Mr. Crouse, 58, died Friday
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was preceded
in death by a sister, Maurine
Kemp in 1971 and a brother,
Austelle Crouse in 1975..
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Robbie Bogard Crouse;
two daughters, Mrs. Amos
McCarty, Jr., and Mrs. Don
Blalock, one son, Larry
Crouse, two brothers, Z. B.
and Maurice Crouse, and six
grandchildren.

MISSIONARIES HERE — Charles Walker, left, Tuscon, Arizona, and Dwight Hardy,
right, American Fork, Utah, are shown on their bicycles as they came by the office of
the Murray Ledger & Times to discuss their work with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints(Mormon) here in this area. The men will be working in this area from
two to six months on their two year mission work program. Each young man of the
church gives two years of his time toward mission work of the church, and pays his
own expenses.

Heart Attack Claims Officer
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
Funeral arrangements are incomplete for Kentucky State
Police Sgt. Eugene Coffey,
who gained prominence as the
officer who shot and killed
fugitive murder suspect Clyde
Graham
last
Daniel
December.
Coffey, 49, died Friday of an
apparent heart attack, according to acting State Police
Commissioner A.D. Fortner.
Coffey, a 25-year veteran of
the state police, was stricken
in Fort Knox at the intersection of U.S. 31W and
Bullion Boulevard. He was
pronounced dead on arrival at
Ireland Army Hospital on the
Fart Knox military reservation at 12:59 p.m. EDT.
Fortner said Coffey had
been to Bullitt Circuit Court in
Shepherdsville and - was en
route to his home at Radcliff
when he waszaricken with "an
apparent massive coronary."
"He slumped over the wheel
and his vehicle rolled off the
roadway," Fortner added.
Fortner noted that Coffey
had suffered four major heart
attacks in the past five or six
years, and urt‘erwent
openheart surgery in 1977.
Coffey, 49, joined the state
police in December, 1954.and
had been assigned to the
Elizabethtown post since 1964.
Graham, the prime suspect
in the slaying Nov. 7 of KSP
Trooper Eddie Harris, was
fatally shot at the Villa Inn
Motel in Effingham, Ill., on
Dec.8, 1979.

Coffey was involved in the
case from the outset. He found
the abandoned auto and wallet
that led police to search for
Graham. Coffey headed that
month-long search and was
with Illinois authorities the
night the dragnet closed

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AF)'—
Donald B. Towles,president of
the International Newspaper
Promotion Association, has
called for a "crusade to stamp
out ignorance and apathy"
through stronger efforts to
promote newspapers.
"When people are uninform-

Jerrell White
To Be Speaker At
Memorial Baptist

Temperance League
Speaker To Be At
Grace Baptist

Lambuth President
Will Speak At
Church Services

Old Fashioned
Day Set At Church

•
I

,T,
....411,.:likiLticowAr4r-
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
iiii,.:. 46.74

The actions of Coffey and
state police in the Graham
manhunt triggered a coroner's inquest and two investigations, plus several
lawsuits.

INPA President Calls
For Crusade To Stamp
Out Ignorance, Apathy

The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church, will speak on
"Pharaoh's Choice: One More
Night With the Frogs" with
scripture from Exodus 8:8-10
at the 10:50 a.m, service and
on "The Holy Spirit" with
scripture from Ephesians 5:18
at the 7 p.m. service on Sunday, Oct. 26, at the church.
J. T. Lee will serve as
deacon of the week. Vilion
Masses will be at 6:30 p.m.
Gresham will direct the music
today and at 8 and 11 a.m. and
with Magaret Wilkins as
4:30 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 26,
organist and Michael Wilkins
at St. Leo's Catholic Church
as pianist.
with the Rev. Martin MattingSpecial music will be by the
ly as the celebrant.
Sanctuary Choir at the mornCCD Classes will be at 9:30
ing hour and by the Youth
a.m.Sunday.
Choir at the evening hour.
Weekday masses will be at 6
Volunteer nursery workers
a.m. Monday, 4:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and
A speaker from the--7 will be Nell Culpepper, Kathy
Thursday, and 6:30 p.m. on Temperance League will Alton, and Laura Alton.
Sunday School with Ralph
Friday. On next Saturday, speak at the 10:45 a.m. serNov. 1, the Feast of All Saints, vices on Sunday,Oct. 26, at the Bogard as director will be at
the mass will be at 5:30 p.m. Grace Baptist Church, 617 9:40 a.m., and Church Training with Glenn Hale as direcwith confessions to be from 4 South Ninth Street, Murray.
to 5:25 p.m.
The choir, directed by tor will be at6 p.m.
Leland Peeler, with Dwane
Jones as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist, will present special music.
The Coldwater Baptist
The pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Church will have an "old Burpoe, will speak at the 5:30
fashioned day" on Sunday, p.m. services with special
Dr. Harry Wesley Gilmer,
Oct. 26, with Sunday School at music by the Youth Group.
president of Lambuth College,
10 a.m., worship services at 11
Nursery workers will be
will speak at the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m., basket dinner Gail Workman, Marie
a.m, worship services on Sunat 12 noon, and gospel singing cutland, Dean Downey, and
day, Oct. 26, at the First
at 1:30 p.m.
Sylvia Rickman. For bus inUnited Methodist Church.
The pastor, the Rev. Jimmy formation, persons may call
Lambuth, located in Jackson,
Madding, urges the public to Don Hale,753-3063.
Tenn., is a liberal arts college
attend. A special offering for
Sunday School with Dan
of the United Methodist
the church's indebtedness will Billington as superintendent
Church serving west Tenbe taken.
will e at 9:45 a.m.
nessee and Kentucky.
The new president succeeded Dr. James Wilder as president of Lambuth in June oF
this year. Dr. Gilmer, an ordained United Methodist
minister, is a native of Bristol,
Va., and prior to coming to
Lambuth was Dean of the
Faculty at Millsaps College,
Jackson, Miss. Beholds the B.
A. degree from Emory and
Henry College, and the Ph.D
from Emory University.
P .
Irma Collins will sing a solo,
.
'79 Chev. Monte Carlo
"Let Thy Name Be Praised,"
2 Dr., Black with red intericr with bucket :
at both services. At the later
service the Chancel Choir,
• seats, PS, PB, air, wire wheel covers, AMdirected by Paul Shahan, will
• FM, 8-track stereo. Approx. 21,000.
11..
sing the anthem, "Rejoice In
.
.
the Lord," with Bea Farrell
$5,800.00
•
•
playing the organ, James
Alsop playing the trumpet,
and Eldon Matlick playing the
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine
GM Parts
horn.
•
Church School will be at 9:45
.
.
t eetiateem
tdo
WINCI MIR
'a.m., UMFY Lakeland Trip
: 753-2617
-641
Sortie
•
(011110.1.
101011
will be at 2 p.m., Covenant
•
;
maw mirov memo,
%Lam mom
Praye groups at 5:30 p.m., and
evening worship at 7 p.m.

Masses Scheduled
At St. Leo's
Church Sunday

around Graham in Effingham.

ed about world issues,
societies tend to crumble,"
said Towles, vice-president
and director of public affairs
for The Courier-Journal and
The Louisville Times.
"We are in a battle not only
to promote the value of
newspapers but to promote
the importance' of a
knowledgable and • educated
public," Towles told
publishers and editors Friday
at the state meeting of
Associated Press Newspapers
in Kentucky.
"We should bring to the attention of our readers those
issues great and small which
tend to affect their lives," he
said.
Towles said newspapers
throughout the world have
fallen victim to an indifferent
public. He said many of the
world's papers do a poor job in
all too many cases of getting
across the basic need for
newspapers.
The mission of INPA
members is "to convince
every person in our market
areas of the need for a daily
newspaper," he said.
"That mission is our responsibility, and it is basic to the
survival of every newspaper
in the world," he said.
"Sound newspaper promotion ideas know
no
geographical barrier or
language constraint."
The group also heard a talk
by Stephen D. Isaacs,editor of
The MinneapolisStaroir"The
Publisher's Role: An editor's
opinion."
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. was
to address the meeting during
today's final session.

Rev. R.E. Rabatin
Will Preach
Sermon Topic
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor of First Presbyterian
Church will preach on the sermon topic, "The Age of Saints"
with scripture of I C,orintians
1:1-3 at the 10:45 a.m, morning
worship service on Sunday. The
church is located at 1601 Main
Street.
Church School for all ages will
begin at 9:30 a.m. The Jesse
Rogers Class will be taught by
Mrs. Olus McNelis and the Adult
Class will be taught by former
professor of voice at -Murray
State University, Lame Clark,
who will discuss "Hymns of the
Church."
Miss Lynne Loberger will be
the nursery attendant for this
Sunday.
Mis Leanne Martin will direct
the church choir as they sing the
anthem "Nearer, My God To
Thee," with Miss Jamie Smith
as the substitute-organist, and
Kathiek risham is solist.
A preview of church activities
includes a Fall Work Day on
Saturday, Nov. I, from 8 a.m. to
5 p.xn„, rain or shine; and the
kuntry Kitchen Bale Side on
Saturday, Nov. 8, from 8 to 1
p.m., with Ur public invited to
attend.

features the wild, romping, torn-boy Jo
and her sacrifices for her mother when
a telegram arrives saying her father is
dying, her writing a Christmas play and
rehearsing young Amy in the fainting
scene. Her sisters, Meg and Beth, the
boy next door, and the charm of the
novel are all present in the play.
"The Children's Company" will be in
production again with children's
theatre that features improvisation as
well as scripted stories for young people. This show, which boasts a large
cast of young actors, will be seen the
first weekend in February.
Jan de Hartog's comedy,"The Fourposter," will run for two weekends,
March 27 and 28 and April 3 and 4. It is a
moving chronicle of a husband and wife
from their wedding night in 1890 until
they pack and move 35 years later. The

setting for the play shows, standing in
the corner, the old fourposter bed,
scene of all their endearing memories.
May-Fa-rid 2 the Theatre will present
an evening of gourmet desserts, Broadway show tunes and,comedy sketches.
Both on the table and on the stage will
be old favorites as wall as many new •
delights, all included in the price of a
season ticket.
"An Evening of One-Act Plays" will
please every theatre patron since it will
offer a variety of types of theatre not
usually offered by Community Theatre.
The productions seen Nov. 14-16 will be
a full evening of theatrical drama,comedy and food for thought.
"At regular rates our full season
would cost a patron $18 for adult admission," Begley said. "With a season
ticket that patron can see all six shows
for $10. That's quite a savings."
Begley said the much-reduced rate
could be offered because season ticket
sales would allow the theatre board to
better budget productions and plan for

more use out of expenses that are usually carried for just one show. "And we
wanted to reward season ticket holders
for their continuous support over the
past three and a half years," she said.
A season ticket includes all six shows,
preferential seating, special invitations, and discounts on other special
events.
Ticket prices are: Adults, $10;
Students, $7.50; children under 12, $5;
and senior citizens, $5. ,
Tickets may be purchased at the box
office prior to each performtnce of
"Dracula" next week. Phone orders for
season tickets can be made by calling
the theatre at 759-1752 and leaving your
name and telephone number. They may
also be purchased at the , Public
Library, 710 Main St.; The Panhandler,
Bel-Air Shopping Center, and from
Becky Wilson, Theatre treasurer.
Those wishing more information may
call the theatre or contact a theatre
board member. Season ticket sales end
closing night of "Dracula," Nov. 1.

As Campaign Winds Down

Kentuckians To See Candidates
By The Associated Press
Kentuckians will be afforded a firsthand look at both major presidential
candidates next week as the deadlocked
1980 campaign winds down to the last
critical days.
Republican presidential candidate
Ronald Reagan, who campaigned last
Monday in Louisville, will return to the
state sometime next week,according to,
Larry Forgy, Reagan's state campaign
chairman. A spokesman for Rep. Tim
Lee Carter, R-Ky., said that Reagan
would visit the staunchly Republican
5th Congressional District of eastern
Kentucky on Thursday.
President Carter, meanwhile, is
scheduled to address a campaign rally
Monday afternoon al Tri-State Airport
in Huntington, W.Va., across the Big

Sandy River from Ashland, Ky., aides
said Friday.
Ronald Weathersby,an advance man
for the Carter campaign, said the rally
would begin at 12:30 p.m. He said
Carter would arrive at 1:10 and would
address the rally, composed of
residents from Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia, until about 1:45.
Weathersby said Carter will then
shake hands with members of the
crowd for about five minutes before
boarding his plane and going on to
Cleveland for his nationally televised
debate Tuesday night with Reagan. He
said the Huntington visit will be
Carter's only stop en route to
Cleveland.
Goys. John Y. Brown of Kentucky
and Jay Rockefeller of West Virginia

are expected,to be on hand to greet
Carter. Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, and
Reps. Carl Perkins, D-Ky., and Nick
Joe Rahall, D-W.Va., also plan to attend the rally.
Rosalynn Carter, who attended a
brief rally at the same airport last
Tuesday evening following campaign
stops in Ohio and Kentucky, will not accompany the President to Huntington,
Weathersby said.
Monday's visit will mark Carter's
first stop in West Virginia,during the
current campaign. He has made three
visits to Kentucky.
Reagan also Made a brief stop in
West Virginia, when his plane landed at
the Ohio County Airport near Wheeling
a few weeks ago as he was en route to a
rally at Steubenville, Ohio.

Directed by Richard Valentine

Oct. 29 thru Nov. 1

7- 8:00

p.m.

Halloween Night, Friday, Oct. 31
12:00 Midnight
Adults $3.00
Students $2.00

Children (under 12) $L50
Senior Citizens $1.50

Phone 759-1752 for Reservations
OLD FRIGHT DEPOT
City-County Park
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